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LIVELY DEBATE IS NO RELEASE

EXPECfED IN

BATTLE FOR

L

AFFECTS

SENATE

ON
OC-

SITUATION

IF BERNALILLO MAN'S MEASURE
IS ADOPTED ELECTION WILL

COURT

IS

TOO MANY

STIPULATIONS
ARE
BY PERSONS
WHO

MADE

TRIBUNAL. GIVES ITS
VERDICT IN THE SOUTHERN
RATE CONTROVERSY.

AT

Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20. it is exthat some lively debate will
pected
and
the republicans
Scenes tative Sullivan,
Cheyenne, Wyo., Jan.
m me nouse or
occur
s
tomorrow
an
on
both
of
behalf
agreelasted
factions,
of violence which
fully
was finally made to adjour.v resentatlves of the state legislature
of an hour and which includ'
ed two separate encounters between with all motions pending- as thoy when the judiciary committer makes
its report upon the resolution of John
Speaker Martin L. Pratt and Speaker were at that time until 2 o'clock this
Baton Burg of Albuquerque, intro
Pro Tern W. J. Wood, threw the low afternoon.
duced
last week, which calls for the
er house of the Wyoming legislature
holding of "an election on January 21
TAFT AT YALE
into hopeless confusion. Absolutely
Nevfc Haven, Conn., Jan. 20.- - Presi- for the selection of a United States
no parliamentary order prevailed and
dent'
an
upon his arrival here with senator to succeed Albert B. Pall.
ended
agreewas
by
the scene
only
't
It is understood tnat the subcomit and Mrs. Moore, was met
ment among the members on the floor Mrs.v
mittee
Professor
of the judiciary committee,
and
either
of
by
leaders
by hls7n Charles,
when
faction announced an agreement to Henjy , taery of the Yale foculty. composed of Messrs. W. H. Chrisman,
let matters stand just as they were The i; ,' ant went at once to the O. T. Toombs and John Baron Burg,
univer&iQ iVdmlnlstration building for will bring in two reports.
until 2 o'clock this afternoon.
li
Both Pratt and Wood claimed au- the corf aiion meeting. Mrs. Taft
The majority report, by Chrisman
herls1br
went to a hotel to in- and Toombs, will recommend that the
with
and
thority over the house, and,
Wood sitting in the speaker's chair spect .tfti mite which is being made legislature set Jauuary 28 as the date
and Pratt wielding the gavel, the ready farhte family's occupancy when upon which an election shall be held
show of authority seemed about equal. the presjttt tfkes up his duties to ratify the
of Senator
The immediate occasion of the trou- as Ketft irf&'ssor of law.
Fall, which occurred In June of .ust
Mrs. TAff&pvrdanned to visit sevble was the attempt of Speaker Pratt
year and which was approved aud deto call to tho't chair P. C. Hunter, re- eral houses wnJcD nave been offered clared .legs I. .by Lieutenant Governor
'
..
njv for a ie,vmajieut res.V:e.
oonuly.
publican, of'Ae-boii C. tie Baca, who presided at the
"
1
rii.&te"
the
was
from
speaker's'
peal
joint session of the two houses at
NIXON CONTEST DROPPED.
which the election occurred.
ruling upon" the offer of substitute
Denver, Jan. 20. The Colorado
committees by the democrats for those
The reports of the subcommittee,
he had submitted, ,alid in which he senate today postponed indefinitely it is understood, have been referred
.himself held the balance of power up- consideration of the resolution fixing to the entire committee upon judiccommittees, January 22 for holding a joint session iary, which will make ns formal reon the two important
to considerthe claims of J. C. Nixon,
rules and elections.
port tomorrow.
"
Hunter took the chair and Pratt progressive, to the office of lieutenThe republican
members of tha
went to Hunter's seat on the floor. ant governor. The position was taken senate held a lengthy caucus this afhis
Judge Metz, democrat, arose and de- that Nixon should have presented
ternoon, it is understood the object
soon
neld
session
claims
dethe
at
not
joint
clared that the speake could
of the gathering was to discuss the
canto
convened
senatorial situation and decide upon
signate any other than the speaker after the
state executive of- a,
pro tern to take the chair and called vass the v,.e of
plan of action. It was believed
up Republican W. J., Wood, of Crook ficers.
doubtless that the caucus would vote
After a brief session this morning for the
county, speaker pro tem and a demtaking of such action as will
both
houses adjourned to attend the Insure the election of Senator Fall.
ocrat, to preside. This Wood proshow.
ceeded to do and Hunter yielded the National Western Livestock
The minority report, by Mr. Burg,
oli air to hint
.will recommend that the legislature
to ballot for a United States
Thereupon Pratt started to resume
HEARS THE proceed
senator on January 21, according to
the chair himself. Wood sat staunch- COffiilTTEE
the provisions of ihe constitution of
ly in his place until Pratt, grasping
him by the shoulders with both hands,
ULO NARRATIVE the United States and the constitution of the state of New Mexico.
threw him violently off the platform.
Wood struck on both hands and his
Undoubtedly there will be nn atface, but promptly aroBe and rushed REPRESENTATIVES OF VARIOUS tempt upon the part or the democrats
OBJECT TO
INDUSTRIES
and some progressives to carry .the
tack to the chair again. The men
REDUCTION.
and
Davidson
TARIFF
adoption of the report of Mr, Burg.
grappled until Chaplain
It Is believed, however, that the ma- others on the platform held them.
Tyn t jolty will easily succeed in the
Wielding his gavel, which he had
Washington, Jan. 20.-- 11.
Pratt
of Baltimore, testifying before tion of the majority report by
gotten hold of in the mlx-udeclared the house adjourned. Hav- the ways and means committee of the Messrs. Chrisman and Toombs'. This
d
ing the prestige of the speaker's chair) houso, today asked for a uniform rate rm mean the ratification of the
on
a
The
of
a
for
Fall.
advalorem
Senator
cent
election
20
gavel,
plneap
paperweight
using
j0f
per
Pro Tem Wood shouted to!,-iesUe claimed that under the;nient In the legislature seems strong
sergeant-at-arm- s
to
close
the
the
present law, imposing a higher rate, for sending Senator Fall back to the
doors and allow no one to leave. He the Hawaiian plneopple packers had United States senate. However, the
then called for a roll call on the ap- nearly and would soon entirely secure friends of Senator Fall will face to-- a
monopoly of the trade in pineapples morrow the most critical situation
peal motion. Standing over the chief
clerk, gavel In hand, Pratt forbade to which sugar is added. DurKee, of that has arisen since the convening
New York, for the American Spice as- - of the legislature.
the calling of the roll.
Another climax followed in ten min- Boclation. wanted the, present tariff
The house was called to order at
o'clock.
utes after the first violence between on spices to remain, it. W. MoCor-j2:iThe journal was read,
the speaker and speaker pro tem iniek of Baltimore, contended that aA biu providing $2,500 for printing
when, with several backers on either prohibitive rate on spices should be the journal of last year and 9,000 for
side, they grappled aud Pratt attempt- maintained for protection agaliiBt im-- ; the prim ing of .ibis session was fin
ed to get his own chair in place of pure food products from abroad.
ally past-'edthe clerk's chair he had appropriated
A nouae memorial was presented
Representative Broussard of Lonis- iana, W, B. Dunlap of Beaumont, by Mu)Ien from tlie New Mexico
for the time being.
president of' an association of . ,
Attempting to Interfere, Representa
ralifornia asking for an an- been
Louisiana
heretofore
in
rj,ce
who
has
Texas,
producers
tive Sproul,
proprjation to provide for the partio
closer to Pratt in counsel than any and Arkansas, anu b. L. Breaux
ipation of New "Mexico in the San
other democrat, was kicked in the New Orleans, wanted the present tar exnibition.
stomach by the speaker. Further vio- iff mantained to protect rice srowA ressolution by Tully piotetins
lence was then avoided but fully a era against labor of the Orient.
nf n,,nnim
t
Breaux and member of the commitscore of house members were stand'Apaches from Oklahoma to the Mes- ing closely around the speaker's desk,. tee argued over the comparative need calero reservation was received and
Again Pratt declared the house ad- of duties on rice and sugar. Finally referred.
journed and slated he had a risht. Representative Iongworth asked:
A resolution by Blanchard reques"What would bo tbf effect on
under the statute, to. call any one tr
of tbe house
the Bei'fieaiil-a1-arm- s
tho chair he chose, Wood inalntaln- - xmisiana of malting rice and sugar ting
to elenr the committee rooms now
I'd his neat and the seireanf at arms freo of duty?"
un adopt
occupied by stale officers
"If the effect Is ho seriouH as to
obeying IjIh imili'iiciiuim, hud refused
Jed.
tlfo rice and ufitir bmitneBii,
Ja.l
to let out any nf t)i wmUi-.mo
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THE IRON WORKERS WILL
BE SECURED AT ONCE.

Jan20. The
$G0,0C't
Washington, Jan.' 20. Reversing
Chicago,
the supreme
bonds tendered in behalf of Eugene the commerce court,
Clancy of San Francisco were not ap- court today permitted the order of
proved by the court because of objec- the Interstate commerce commission
tions made by District Attorney Mil- for reduced class rates from New Orler,' who prosecuted the union leaders leans to Mobile and Alabama interior
in the Indianapolis "dynamite con- points to stand.
The theory advocated by the govspiracy" trial. The bail was declared insufficient because the liability ernment that the Interstate comof each surety was limited by stipula- merce commission- has absolute jurisdiction over evidence over rate cases
tion, and for otber reasons.
It was believed that the bail for to the exclusion of the courts, particu-

Frank M. Ryan, president of the iron
workers' union, and the two other
Chicagoans under sentence maj ue
perfected In a few aays.
Bonds for $30,000 were also presented for William Reddin of Milwaukee,
who is under a three years' sentence.
These also i'ill be investigated by the
j government!
Bonds for the release of W. Bert
Brown and Viilliam J. McCain of Kansas City,, coractea in . Indianapolis
ooanertionwith, the
illegal transportation of dynamite,
were approved by the United States
circuit court ofj appealss here today.
The men will b released from the federal prison at lj,eavenworth in a few
days pending thW appeal of the cases.
The bonds were ?30,000 in each case.

1

TODAY IN CONGRESS

5)eit.

Vb

Washington, Jan. 20. Senate: Convened at noon.
A
Began consideration of conference
report on immigration bill.
Pensions for Spanish war veterans'
widows were sdvocated before pensions committes at hearing on Crago
bill already pa ssed by the house.
House; Convened at noon.
Considered legislation on unanifuoua
consent calendar.
Osage Indian ands investigation was
resumed before interior department expenditures committee.
reviions on agricultural
Tariff
schedule. were begun by ways and
means committee.
Currency refprm committee postponed its hearibgs until Tuesday ,
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CHARLES CLARK, ARRESTED
PUEBLO, TELLS OF OKLAHOMA THIEVERY.

IN

Pueblo, Colo., Jan. 20. A youn&
mau arrested here under the name of
Charles Clark confessed In police
court today that he is wanted in Oklahoma for six bank robberies including the Claremore State bank on No
vember 1, ,1912. Clark says his right
name is Homer Richards and that as
Richards he was a member of a gang
of bank robbers in Oklahoma. Rich- ards was supposed k have been
killed at Cheyenne, ouia.. on January
10 In a street duel with Sergeant

Talbott.
r Richards
wan arrested
g bin wife, but in court
lellteif they WefO not
today Ih'-WOS
Tin
ri liiild i'iiO
'.
marled
of k.iu-Auiv Ifiiirleii
t'.ynm:,
Of
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Dp ill , liilVM
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WITHSTAND A

ULTIMATUM

SIEGE

London, Jan. 20. Bulgaria, Servlo
and Montenegro today presented an
I ultimatum to
Turkey giving the Otto
man government 14 days in which to
make a favorable reply to their demands, according to dispatches from
Constantinople.
Full power to declare the resumption of hostilities against Turkey was
telegraphed today to Dr. S. Daneff,
leader of the Bulgarian delegation,
and his colleagues by the Bulgarian
premier, J. S. Guechoff, who told them
to exercise it whenever in their opinbeion further peace negotiations
came useless.
The representatives of the Balkan
allies will therefore directly notify
General Savoff, the Bulgarian
that the armistice
has ended as soon as it becomes apparent that there is no hope of the
a
reaching
peace plenipotentiaries
will
mutual agreement. Hostilities
commence four days afterward.

London, Jan. 20. The Bulgarians
have now discovered that
they have
been completely misled in
to

ra-por-

able-bodie- d

Turkish Ships Sink
Athens, Greece, Jan. 20. A Greek
officer, who participated in the naval
"He bet wees Greek and .Turkish
fleets off the Dardanelles on Saturday
ond who closely followed nil the incidents of the fight, said that during
the pursuit of the Turkish war vessels
by the Greeks, the battleships Khyer-Ed-Di- n
Barbarossa and Torgut Reish
slackesed speed and showed a list to
starboard. He thinks the battleships)
sank.
THOMAS TAKES OA1 H.
Jan. 20. Colorado
Washington,
now has two United States senators
for the first time since the death of
Senator Charles J. Rushes in 1911.
Former Governor George H. Thomas
was today sworn in as a senator from
that state to fill the unexpired term.
His credentials were presented by
The senate
Senator Guggenheim.
also received the new credentials of
Smith of Michigan,
William Alden
last week.
who was

regard
the conditions prevailing in the beleaguered Turkish fortress of Adrian-opl- e
and have couRenuently decided
that a prompt change in their policy
is necessary.
Two weeks ago they were informed
that the fall of the fortress could be
expected hourly, but a recent coua-c- il
of war held at Mustapha Pasha
under the presidency of King Ferdinand, came to the conclusion that
Shukri Pasha, the Turkish commander In Adrianople, had been able to
economize the supplies in the fortress to such an extent mat tlie garrison would be able to resist perhaps
for several months more.
Shukri Pasha, it appears, deluded
the Bulgarians hy means of fais
spread by supposed deserlcu
who reached the Bulgarian
1303
drawn around the
The commanders cf the Bavarian
Bulforces now know the truth,
to force a
garia has determined
speedy solution, so as to put an end
to the heavy expenditures and permit the men under arms, "who comprise virtually the whole of the
male population of ' il iT
(
to return to agricultural wo"
erwise It la thought the nevt harvest
win e 1BL
The next meeting Ot the anuHsa- dors of the European powu-- - i ' t
i
British. .foreign, office hvs 1
poned until Wednesday, owins to t1
absence from town of two of the a
The Servians have de
bassadors.
cided to present tomorrow to
a tnemoramJam which the?
have drafted, detailing their intention
In regard to territorial adjustment
arising out of the war. servia will
ask to be permitted to occupy permanently the eastern part of the district
of Novipazar bordering on da German frontier, and also tha entlra region eastward from the river Dria
to Lake Orchida, as well as tha fortress of Monastlr, which the Servian
troops captured from the Turks af--'
ter a severe fight.

al

Cruiser Take Cool
Port aSid, Jan. 20. The Turkish
cruiser Hamidleh, which arrived here
on Saturday morning, sailed today for
the Red sea, after taking on board
100 tons of coal, which wos all the
authorities would allow her.
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TAFT TO RECEIVE DELEGATES
Washington, D. C, Jam 20. PresiATTORNEY
FOR LABOR
dent and Mrs. Taft will give an after- FAMOUS
LEADERS FACES JURY FOR
noon tea and reception at the White
SECOND TIME IN A YEA ft.
House on Wednesday to the delegates

and ladies attending the first annual
convention of the Chamber pf Commerce of the United States. The conwhich is to discuss numervention,
ous matters pertaining to the relations
of business to legislation, will begin
its sessions tomorow . with an attendance of delegates representing commercial bodies throughout the country.

FAITHFUL

FIDO

Los Angeles, Cal., Jan. 20. Clarence S. Darrow, lawyer, author, onion
labor advocate and defender of lobar
leaders accused of serious crimes,
was placed on trial today for the second time on a charge of having attempted to corrupt a jury in the
case.
After a trial lasting nearly all last
summer, Darrow was acquitted f "
having bribed C'.e ;.: N. Lo I
talesman called in the 1uil '
B. McNamara, now serving a 1 . fn
tence at San Quontin p
for blowing up the I m
Times building.
Today tio Us.tr
was put on trial on tbo chan-o- s .f
Robert V. 1 .1, t
having bribed
first chosen in the same case.

ra

1

--

.

t

larly the commerce court, was struck
down by the supreme court in deciding that the commerce court had a
right to examine a claim that there
wass no relevant evidence presented
to the commission upon which it could
have based Its order In this casse.
Jutice LaMar, in announcing the
opinion today, said an examination of
the statutes showed that in a case
before an unfair hearing having been
granted' by the commission or before
no substantial evidence'had beenput
into the record, the courts-coul- d
re
view the commission's order and evi'
dence.
Having held that the commerce court
could review the order in thiB case
to see if any substantial evidence had
been produced, the supreme court decided, however, the commerce court
had erred In finding the court decision upheld.
The case Involved a contest between the Interstate commerce commission and the commerce court. It
also attracted attention, because a
letter concerning the case, bearing
the name of former Judge Archbald,
then of the commerce court, and written to a railroad attorney at the time
the Judge was preparing the court's
opinion, was made the basis for one
of the charges in the Impeachment
proceedings against him.
Creamery Company Not Cullty.
Holding that the charge of combination in violation of tn Sherman
t
law had not been suatPined,
the supreme cou:t today decidii that
the Creamer? I acitage Mau'i'acturing
company, and the Owatona Manufacturing coniiuy cf Minnie "i,' are not
liable to three-foldamages on the
charge of driving a competitor out of
business.
The Owatona
Fanning Mill company, in which D, E. Virtue was
largely interested, claimed that the
Package Manufacturing
Creamery
company and the Owatonna Maiiutae-turln- g
company sought to monopolize
the churn and butter work tride, and
when Virtue's company declined to
sell out to them they .brotudit suits
for alleged infringements ,f patents
for the distinct purpose of mcnopo
lizing the trade.
The circuit court of appeals for the
eighth circuit held againsst the Vir
tue company.
Several hundred thousand dollars
worth of "promotion stock" In the
Las Ovas company, a Cuban lar.fl corporation, was ordered cancelled today
by the supreme court. It was claimed
that Norman If. Davis and Charles
T. Phillips, in 1904, interested General C. Reid, of the marine corps, in
the formation of the company to Buy
at a large figure Cuban land which
they had bought for $JO,000. They
Issued the stock to themselves for
the difference In the two sums and
this was (.;',, e cancelled.
No Detialon in MinriRitrta Case-Tin- '
its
ii... court
in
!:., !,
!..!iii)ii today wi'liii'lt unhoum'luK
ar.ti-trus-

n

s,

DISPUTE

RIGHT TO ACT.

j

j

AN-

AT THE SAME TIME IT RECOGNIZES COMMERCE COURT'S

OF

'

j

IT

TIME

ANCIENT

SETTLES

SOON

PRESIDENT

SAME

NOUNCES THAT COMMERCE
COURT HAS RIGHT TO ACT.

SIGN THE DOCUMENT.

Then the Properly Elected Official Tries to Throw Him Out and TWO REPORTS ARE TO COME IN
Fisticuffs Come Into General Use Solons Are Kicked in the
MAJORITY
OF
Stomach and Knocked Down During the Ensuing Melee
WILL RECOMMEND BALLOT-INAt Chaplain's Suggestion Adjournment Is Tken
ON JANUARY 28
Until This Afternoon
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DISTRICT ATTORNEY MILLER
TO APPROVAL OF UNION MEN'S BOND.

OCCUR AT NOON.

20.

CITY EDITION

PRESENT

COMMITTEE

OF

BURG RESOLUTION TO
CUR TOMORROW.

REINS

SPEAKER PRO TEM ATTEMPTS TO TAKE

CLANCY

HOUSE

SPEAKER'S CHAIR

OF

Hopeless Confusion Arises "When Presiding
Officer Calls Another to the Gavel
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NEW NATIONAL PARK
Chicago, Jan. 20. Operations of
the alleged "arson ring" and the InWashington, Jan. 20. A national
genuity employed by its members in park In the Itocky mountains iu Colo-

arranging incendiary fires were

dis-

closed to States Attorney
lloyno
when ho resumed his investigation of
the case today.
In one fire under investigation it is
said a score or more ausa?o ekins
filled with gasoline wera Btruj on
wires to start too blazo. Thobi "gasoline RauKafieis" exploded iiiid fprtirul
lb i flatness.

let
tin) is' il.:'M f.'
,,,., l,.,l II,,. l ies

vcro
r

e;smW

today.

It

I

i

rado in the vicinity of Long's Peak,
including the valley, known as Cstra
park, the continental clHUK? and tbo
mountain ranges nearly, is recommended to Secretary of the Interior
Fisher by Pv. P.. :rBliaIi, chief
frontier ot tbo IT p.: led Stales p0li
al survey w5i' Im 1 iv.r.i conej-odeiiil.fi
cf i'.i
1 "r.
I it V". .
l'.;t at ail r.W,
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er, tiie property is taxed in the coun- the county collector of taxes and another to the traveling auditor. Ju LIGHT OF OTHER DAYS
ty where found.
The bill Bays, moreover: "When a case an omission of property !s disBy O. V. NETTLESHIP.
person is doing business in more than covered by the collector he Is author-t-o
s
i
cew-tieof
one county, or In. any ccuuty or
ntr under the head
"I don't see what in the world we
11
other than that in which he re- "additional assessments ' and proceed shall ever do with all our
things,
sides, his personal property and to collect the same.
sighed Mrs. Hemming when she and
such
in
county
credits existing
any
her husband decided, after much dis
cussion, to move from their house.
shall be listed, assessed and taxed In
which was too Jonesomely big now
that county; but any property or
4 that the children had all gone away
credits nof pertaining specially to the
to homes of their own. "Our apart'
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
NEW LAW INTRODUCED IN STATE business in any one county, shall be
ment won't begin to hold our furniSENATE CREATES
STATE
listed, assessed and taxed! (In the
ture, to say nothing of all the things
'county where the principal place of
BOARD OF 12 ASSESSORS.
we have stored in the attic."
Santa Fe, N. M., Jan. 20. In the
"Pick out the furniture you need
business may be."
man
"Sec. 22. All property shall be as- case of the corporation commission and then turn A second-hansessed at its true cash value to the against the Denver & Rio Grande loose in the house," suggested Hem
best of the ability, knowledge and In- railroad to compel that company to ming.
Features of the Pankey Bill.
service at the stations to "But, Charles, you wouldn't want me
formation of the state assessor, and
State board of 12 assessors
sell all our old keepsakes, would
the term 'cash value' shall mean the of Baranca and Tres Pledras briefs you?"
named by governor and con- subto
court
have been
the supreme
"Most assuredly. What earthly use
, amount at wnich the property would
firmed by senate; only six in
be taken in payment of a just debt mitted by Attorney General Clancy to any one are a lot of old books,
one political party and no two
which sustain
the position of the vases and pictures that no one ever
due from a solvent debtor."
of one county.
. residents
for
commission
the enforcement of looks at except at house cleaningRegarding adjustments
by the
Assessors appointed four for
time. Do they do anybody any good?"
- the order.
board
the
state
bill
profor
four
equalization
two years, four
years,
No, I don't suppose they do," relucof
Welsh
General Superintendent
vides:
and four for six years; each
admitted Mrs. Hemming, "but
tantly
"Sec. 24. The state board of equal- - the Colorado & Southern railroad has I hate to part with some of them.
paid $2,500 ner year and travization shall at its said meeting on replied to the requests of the corpo"That's Just sentiment, my dear. The
eling expenses.
the first Monday in August examine ration commission to maintain pas- fact is, it will be a relief to you when
States to be divided into 12
the assessment roll of each county senger depot facilities at Greenville, you are rid of all that old lumber."
assesment districts, with not
"Perhaps I could select just a few
of the state, for the purpose of; ascer- - Union county, to furnish a platform
more than three counties in a
of the oldest things and we could put
the
and
assessment
of
and
for
the
of
rate
the
freight
handling
tainlng
district, one assessor assigned
; them In the storeroom of the
apart
of telephone service, so ment. You know there's a nice
valuation of property ' therein, and
to each district.
blj
- that
vicinadin
road
of
the
that
to
the
shall
have
board
to
patrons
the
power
storeroom, Charles."
Office of county assessor
"Yes, I know it, Harriet, and I'm
just and equalize the said assessment ity will soon be better served.
be abolished.
(
The commission has called upon planning to keep my golf clubs there
rolls, by raising or lowering any val- Assessors to visit every pre- uation therein set out so that the the attorney general for an opinion and my Ashing tackle. So if you
cinct and personally estimate
we won't fill up that storeroom
same shall be of substantial uniform- - regarding the scope of the law regu- please,
value of property.
with a lot of useless trash."
and
state.
board
accommodations
train
Such
the
lating
lty throughout
Every taxpyare must submit
After the second-handealer's visit
at thlB meeting shall also have pow- - maintaining regular schedules on the Hemming said to his wife: "I hope
full list of property, accompan- of the state. It you were sufficiently strong-minde-d
er to hear and determine any appeals several railroads
to
ied by affidavit.
seems
there
have been many let everything in the attic go?"
and
as
hereinbefore
that
has
taken
of
provided,
head
family
Each
"Well, nearly everything," answered
any other appeals from the action of complaints filed by Socorro people
$200 exemption.
Mrs. Hemming. "There are a few litmainto
as
the
others
and
deof
board
which
state
Bhall
the
assessors,
regular
Equalization board
tle articles that it seems a shame to
may be taken by the state, acting tenance of advertised schedules, the ell, such as
termine value or property of
"
made
or
that
a
passendistrict
contention
being
through
attorney
corporations
"Never mind enumerating them,
public service
through the attorney general, or by gers should not have to wait at junc- Harriet. I shouldn't be interested in
and certify to state board of
any county, acting through its board tion for several hours while ss Pitch- a list of crippled furniture or ancient
assessors.
of county commissK.ers, or through ing and freight business was being photograph albums."
industries
and
New railroads
"But what I thought of keeping was
ltB district attorney; and in case of handled at a disregard of advertised
for
years.
exempt
"
the two old
s
"constitutional
appar-entschedules.
The
such
shall
the
reit
to
be
duty
any
appeal
Property owner failing
"Now. Harriet, we decided to get
of the secretary of the board of state
may have loopholeB, and the rid of all our old stuff. Don't
port complete and true list aslet Han-kinassessors to send to the secretary of commission desires to have a distinct
sessed penalty of 25 per cent
leave a thing tomorrow when ha
the state board of equalization a com- - opinion from the attorney general on comes with his wagons."
after assessor makes such list.
When the wagons drove vway loadplete transcript of any appealed case the matter.
false return punishable as per- c
ed with furniture and
in time for
State
consideration
Game
Enthusiastic
for
the
Warden
by
jury.
of a peculiarly inartistic pemostly
Fish
said
board
of
at
receivmeeting
equalization
Hatchery.
Assessor knowingly
Mrs. Hemming laughed away
Game Warden T. C. de Baca is riod,
in August.
lng imperfect list is liable to
her regrets. "Charles was right, sh
"Sec. 25. The state board of as- - very enthusiastic over the establishremoval and prosecution under
said to herself. 'It would have been
sessors shall prescribe the form of ment of a state fish hatchery. Gover- silly to keep that ugly trumpery."
criminal law.
About a fortnight after they wers
the assessment books for use in the nor W. C. McDonald in his message
All property to be assessed
several counties by the members of to the legislature has recommended settled in their apartment, Hemmlnj
at true cash value.
said board assigned to the valuation its establishment provided its coBt came home one afternoon carrying a
Dissatisfied taxpayer may
box.
and assessment of property in such can be maintained by the game war large
state
to
boaru.
appeal
"I have a little present for you, Hap
de
Baca says riet," he said with
county, and such books shall be prlnt- den's department. Mr.
Board of equalization has
boyish pleasure
ed under the direction of the chair- - that it most certainly can be so main "You'll be surprlsid vhen you see
power to mnke adjustment to
man of the state board of assessors tained, and a bill along that line will what it is. I was passiig Devlin's ansecure uniform taxation and
and delivered at the county seat of be preented to the legislature au tique shop this morning when soma
hea appeals from state board
the respective counties, such printing thorizing a fish hatchery. At the last things in the windowB caught my eye
assessors.
r of
and took me back about 40 years to
3
4
Complete sworn assessment 4 and distribution to be at the expense session of the legislature some
the time when I wan onrtin g a car
' books of each county to be
of the state, and each county shll"be 000 was transferred from the game tain
in her grandmother's
pretty
fund
to
the state fund on best parlor, girl
furnished with a duplicate set of protection
which was lighted with
compiled." one copy dedvered
such assessment books.
the ground that the same was a sur green glass lamps. There, my dear
to collector and anotner filed
Sec. 2C. It shall be the duty of plus fund.
The contention against what do you think tf these?" He triat. capital.
the members of the state board of this position is that this $8,000 and umphantly drew from the box tw
assessors to prepare, or cause to be all other monies in the office of the large green glass lamps of
shape and decoration. "Do they
prepared, such assessment books in state game warden can not rightly make you think of
anything, Har
in accordance with the be considered as state surplus money riet?"
Santa Fe. X. M.. Jan. 20. The bill duplicate,
form and directions prescribed by the for the reason that it is not raised
"Yes, they do thy make me think
Introduced by Senator Pankey in the
state board of assesors, and shall by taxation, and the amount cited is of a lot of things," she answered
to
"An
for
act
senate entitled
provide
complete the same, so that one copy properly an available fund, for the "How much did you pay for them?"
and regulate the assessment of prop
"Devlin let rae have them cheap.
shall be delivered at the seat of gov- protection of game.
offers
You see, one of his collectors picked
erty for purposes of taxation,"
ernment
examination by the state
Mr.
for
Baca
de
Just
states,
recently,
a complete plan for the securing of
them up for litle o? nothing in an old
board of assessors and .the state owing to an embarrassment conse
Vermont
farmhouse
an equitable system of taxation In the
board of equalization at their respec quent upon the transference of the where
antiques arent appreciated, sc
state and is being studied with much
tive meetings, to be held in July and $8,000, a bill of $900 in the game war- he sold me the pair for $20. Really,
interest by members of the legisladen's office had to' be held for some Harriet, I'd have given $30 if he'd
August, as hereinbefore provided.
ture and the public.
The assessment books are to be time until funds accumulated suffi asked it."
The bill creates a state board of
"WeH, I'm glad ba didn't ask it,"
sworn to in due form specified in the cient to pay the same. It is confi12 assessors, as outlined in the forereplied Mrs. Hemming, "for I sold
bill.
a
that
fish
stated
hatchery these same lamps to Hankins three
dently
going summary, who are to assess
Any changes made by the state would be of great benefit furnishing weeks ago for $1 apitce."
all property in the state for purboards of assessors or equalization 2,000,000 fingerlings for state stream
"Great Scott! Are you sure they're
poses of taxation. The terms of of- must
be properly certified. One as at a cost of only $3,000, and that the the same lamps?"
fice of the assessors are to begin Oc'Of course I'm bum. I'd know them
sessment book is to be delivered to hatchery would be
tober l, 1913. The office of county
If you bought them in Egypt I was
assessor is to be abolished, existing
brought up under these lamps."
'A dollar apiece! And I snapped
county assessors at the time the bill
them up for $20 tie pair!" mused
goes into effect to work as subordiHemming, trying not to look sheepish.
nate with the state board until their
"Yes, and I'm gUd you did," re-terms expire. The board is to meet
"For they
vponded Mrs. Hemming.
and organize with a chairma"n and
were what I hated to part with most
wanted to keep them and I'm awfully
secretary and divide the state Into
12 districts, not more
glad to have them hick."
than three
counties in a district, each assessor
Turk With Wife Would Be Safe,
to serve outside his own county. The
is the only country in
Montenegro
board is authorized to employ such
Europe where a wife may be regarded
additional assistance In the county
is a perambulating life insurance polas is necessary. Offices are to be proThe Montenegrin is intensely chivicy.
in
Bulletin
Station
S.
U.
of
Experiment
Agriculture
Dept.
vided at each county seat. Each asalrous. Respect for women is carried
of
wheat
almost
worth
142
cents
ten
that
supplies
says
to such a pitch that although the very
sessor is expected to thoroughly fathree times as much protein and ten times as much energy as word
Turk affects the native as a red
miliarize himself with the property in
of
meat the difference is
round steak, and with some other cuts
rag does a bull, yet a Turkish traveler
In suDmlttlng his list
hla district
even greater.
Ending hlmsolf in the wilds of Montethe individual property owner is not
If then, one really desires to reduce her weekly meat and grocery negro would be absolutely safe if he
to fix any values, this being left enwere accompanied by his wife.
bills, she need only make more use of her oven.
tirely to the board. All real estate
Life is patriarchal. There are no
e
ever heard man, woman or child complain that good
Who
has to be described as minutely as biscuits, muffins, cake and cookies appeared on the table too ofter? Instead the
There are viltowns, only villages.
of half a dozen houses, in each
in a deed. Stringent regulations are
tendency is "to make a meal of them" and the variety is so great that something
lages
you bake yourself could well be the chief feature of every meal.
of which three and sometimes four
wade to see that all agents, members
generations of a family live together.
of firms and bo forth return all their
Travels, in spite of this patriarchal
interests. All such lists must be
life, find the men gloomy and taciturn,
to the proper assessor in .
with their eyes open for treachery and
Morch or April. The state board of
their right hand on their revolver.
at a meeting to be held
London Daily Mirror.
With K C, you can make things moist and rich yet have them
light and feathery, wholesome and digestible. Biscuits may be mixed
not later than the second Monday in
.he night before and baked fresh for breakfast. Muffins need not
Make Living by "Poking Fires."
December of each year shall deterhe dry and heavy. You can make a cake so light that you can
h
a score of
One occupation by
to
and
the assessing
mine
hardly get it out of the pan whole, yet it will not fall.
certify
Britons are said to earn ttw.ir livelihoard the value of property of all
K C ia not like the old fashioned baking powders. It is double
hood is that of "poking fires." Ey
acting and continues to give off leavcninp; cas until the doueh ii
transportation and transmission comthe rabbinical law no Jew ia allowed
K C is sold at a fair price a large can for 25
cooked through.
j
ana
manufacrallronds
New
panies.
to kindle or mend any fire on the Sabcents. This would be no object if strength and purity were sacri-- .'
turing plants ore exempt for a period
ficeil, but every can is fully puaranteed under Slate and National
bath, and in certain places in England
Pure rood laws una to puaxc. We take ail the chances. Your
where Jews are very numerous this
j.f .;; years, irrigation works being
money back if you do not yet better results with K C than any
that
makes it
, ,.
ni !. AH refil cut ate Khali lie li.
prohibition
ever
used.
tiuLiiig powder you
I
from
persons shall bo employc-,, Ytr' i MiOtl and taxed In the county
Include a can in your
on Friday to the amim hour on
groti-iorder, try some lit the fmw
nr-fmiii ihii la time. '''Jim
ii i.'
v.', :
yu will Miit urrJ;iy in going from lions' I" !)"
in ni" county v,ui in me
bow p !,!: f.i lowaid boivit.g tills vexliig "Coal it Living fun',Kut,
pi
"ini lump aii it anaJuf
i.t
iriti
r
,
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LABOR WORLD NOTES.
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Persons troubled 'with partial paraof'en very much benefited
by massaging
the affected
parts
thoroughly when applying Chamberlains Liniment. This linimeut also
relieves rnHumatic pains. For sale by
all dealers. Adv.

chains; thence S.

lysis are

I

i

O-- OO

The Canadian federal labor department has in the last few weeks settled labor disputes between street
railway companies and their men in
Quebec and
Ottawa, Hull, Halifax,
Port Arthur.
More than seven thousand women
are taking
the
correspondence
courses of 24 lessons in housekeping
which the Kansas Agricultural college has arranged for use in club
meetings this winter.
The average annual salary of put)-li- c
school teaghers falls below $1 a
day in 18 out of the 48 states, according to figures compiled by the Division of Education of the Russel Sage
foundation. Only five states pay
more than $2 a day to their teachers.
California pays the highest average
salary of $918 a year. North Carolina, the lowest, averages $200. One
of the states, according to the bulletin, pays its school teachers at the
rate of $300 a year, while it leases
its convicts for a little more than
$400.

PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
Your druggist will refund money if
PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 60c.
Mere is a remedy thHt will cure your
cold. Why waste time and money experimenting when you can get a
that has won a world-wid- e
reputation by its cures of this disease

n

and can always be depended upon?
It is known everywhere as Chamber
lain's Cough Remedy, and is a medicine of real merit For sale by all
dealers. Adv.

75 deg.

15 min.
thence S. 25.85
83
15
deg.

Advices indicates
the certainty
that the Mississippi statute limiting
the days of labor in factories and industrial plants to ten hours will go
to the supreme court of the United
States for final construction. "

Restoration to Entry of Lands in National Forest
Notice is hereby given that the
lands described below, embracing
45X.32 acres, within the Pecos
National
Forest, New Mexico, will be subject
to settlement and entry under the
provisions of the homestead ltws of
the United States and the act of June
11, 1906 (34 Stat, 233), at the United
States land office at Santa Fe, Now
Mexico, on March 4, 1913. Any settlor
who was actually and in good f aitit
claiming any of said lands for agricultural purposes prior to January 1,
1906, and has not abandoned same,
has a preference right to make a
homestead entry for the lands actualSaid lands were listed
ly occupied.
upon the applications of the persons
mentioned below, who have a preference rigJat subject to the prior right
of any such settler, provided such
settler or applicant is qualified to
make homestead entry and the prefer-- 1
ence right is exercised prior to March
4, 1913, on which date the lands will
be subject to settlement and entry
by any qualified person. The lands
are as follows: A tract within unsur-veyebut what will probably be,
when surveyed, Sec. 13, T. 15 N., R.
14 E.. N. M. P. M., described by
metes and bounds as follows: Beginning at corner No. 1, a sandstone
marked H-- whence the
corner
on the west boundary line of the Las
Vegas Grant bears N. 72 deg. E. 25.1S
chains; extending thence N. 18 deg.
W. 19 chains; thence N. 12 deg. 15
min. E 15.14 chans; thence W. 6.55

E.
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LAS VEGAS

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Las Vegas Savings Bank

r

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with

'

the San Miguel National

Bank

Win. G. Haydon
H. W. Kelly

Vice President

D. T. Hoskins

Treasure

President

Interest PeJd on Deposits
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Home B akiitfl Reduces
M Co$t of JAxtnd i

WHY IT PMYS TO BUY
ADVERTISED Si
Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his
prod
uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He can be trusted because his
very business existence is at atake.
He believes in his
goods to the extent of investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade
name, but it
is the advertiser's
guarantee of quality.
Yon are justified in being
suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

THE

home-mad-

Heme Baking is Simplified by
the Use of K C Baking Powder
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Always Pays to Buy

Advertised Goods
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$100,000.00

M.

min.

chains; thence S. 6.14 chains; thence
W. 6.10 chains; thence S. 35 deg.
W. 3.88 chains; thence S. 78 deg.
30 min. E. 30.50 chains; thence N. IS
deg. E. 11.20 chains to corner No.
1, the place of beginning. There is excepted therefrom a strip 30 feet wide
described by metes and bounds as follows: .Beginning at a point due east
and 55 links distant from corner No.
4 of the tract and
extending thence
15 feet on each side of a line
running
S. 37 deg. E. 8 chains to the place
where the end of the strip closes on:
the boundary line of the tract listed;
the net area being 121.32 acres. Said
tract was listed upon the application
of Lnz Jaramillo, Mineral Hill, New
Mexico; List
The S
of SR
Vot SE
the Sof N
of SE
H of SE Vi Sec. 4, the NE 14 of
NE
li, the E of E of SE of NE
, Sec. 9, the Nw
of NW V, the
N
of SW V of NW H, the N
of
5
, of SW hi of NW
and the
SW V of SW H of SW
of NW .
Sec. 10, T. 13 N., R. 13 E., containing 152.5 acres, application of Aure-li- a
Sorna, Ribera, New Mexico; List
The E
of NW
, the E
Vt of E Vz of W
of NW
, the
W
of W
of NW 14 of NE 14, the
lfW
of SW U of NE
the N
,' SW 14 of SW
of NE 1,4, the S
of NE '4, of SW
of NE V, the
SE
of SW Y of NE
of
the S
NW
of SE Yt, of NE Vi, the SW
J4 of SE 14
of NE Vi, the NE
of
NE
of NW V of SE
and the
NW
or NW 14 of NE a of SE
Sec. 4, T. 13 N., R. is e., containing
160 acres,
application ol Juan B.
Serna, Ribera, New Mexico; List
The SW
of NW V4of NW
the NW
of NE
of SW Y of NW
V of NE Yt, the S
of NE 14 of NE
Y of NW Yt. the N
of SE 54 of NE
V of NW Vi. and the NE
of SW
of NE Vi of NW 54, Sec. 19, T. 18
15
N., R.
E., containing 17 acres,
application of Verneranda Gonzales,
Sapello, New Mexico; List
December 11. 1912. S. V.
Proudfit, Assistant Commissioner of
the General Land Office.
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9 chains; thence N.
W. 34.50 chains;
chains, thence S.
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DANCES

SOCIETY

l

"TROTS"
SECRET

NOTHING TAMER THAN THE "BUNNY HUG" TOLERATED AT NEW
YORK SUFPER CLUB

Here's the Latest Rag
Take three steps forward and rise
on the ball of the right foot.
Take three steps backward and. rise
cn the ball of the left foot.
Repeat this four times.
Take four runing steps, counting
four. Bend to the left on count five;
right foot extended on six; both feet
together on seven. Then rest one

count
If you want to stay up all night
you've got to have a woman with yon
If you haven't you're barred from the
newest, livest and gayest social organization in New Pork.
I refer to the Supper club.
Have you heard of the Supper club?
asks Karl Kitchen in the New York
World. Probably you haven't, for it
was only organized last month. It is
Ihe very last word in clubdom.
No member or guest shall be admitted to the club roms at any time ur
less accompanied by a woman. Thert
muBt be at least one woman to every
two gentlemen admitted to the club
rooms.
This Is the most important house
rule of the Supper club. For let It be
known that this club was organized
for the propagation of turkey trotting
in all its divers and sundry ramifications.
Seven ninhts a week its club rooms,
which embrace the entire third floor
of Murray's on West Forty-seconsireet, are open to its 400 membert,
from dinner time until 4 o'clock In the
lEcrsIs- - In case the members do not
care to leave at that hour a quorum
of the house committee can suspend
d

the rules and the turkey trot, the
Maxie, the Tango, the horse trot, the
bunny hug, the chicken trot and the
one-stecan be danced until 8 o'clock
in the moring. To keep the club rooms
open after 8 o'clock requires extraordinary action on the part of the board
of governorsi
The membership of this unique or--i
ganization the only other organization In the .world like it is the Graf-- "
ton Gallery tftiib in London is composed of the younger dancing set, who
t have transformed five of New York's
widely known restaurants into turkey
trotting haunts. Such well known
young men as Vincent Astor and Reginald Vanderbilt are members of th
club, and all of its officers, with one
exception, are to be found in the social register. A son of a former president of the United States is one ol
them.
It is rjuite exclusive the theatrical
element is surprisingly small. In fact,
it was organized for the express purpose of avoiding the sightseers and
"show" crowd who frequent the public
" bitiif ouiunv
members like to dance
to the rattle of milkmen's
the one-stecans, screened from the rude eyes of
those who do not turkey trot
While the club quarters, which com
prise the famous Greek and Peacock
rooms at Murray's, are open every
Bight during which time an orchestra
of six musicians rag continuously.
Thursday arid Saturday nights are the
fcals nights. The Thursday nights are
known as special club nights.
Last Thursday was a Japanese
niyht. The club roms were appropriately decorated with wistaria and
colored lanterns.
A few of the more enterprising members donned Japanese costumes, and
favors from the Landf of Cherry Blos
soms were distributed to the women
p

II

But not for one moment did the mem
bers and their guests neglect the mod
dauces.
A Samurai
ern close-fittinwhich, by the
dancing the one-steway, la one of the newest dances,
may be an anachronism (here's a word
I don't get a chance to use very often)
but the Supper club is an organization
of dancing men. "On with the dance;
let joy be unrefined," is its motto.
Saturday nights are special entertainment nights at the Supper club.
Among its members are several singers and entertainers whose abilities
are known only to a select few. They
contribute to the gayety of the early
Sunday morning hours by singing and
reciting. When a new dance is brought
to town, as was the Maxie the Importation of the French dandy, Andre
tie Fouquieres it lis introduced to
the club on these Saturday night occasions.
It was only the other Saturday night
which is a sort of a
that the one-ste' But In
drag Boston, was Introduced.
trot
new
the
of
turkey
dances,
spite
remains supreme. The new steps are
but variations of what everybody is
g

doing.

According to Professor Claude M.
is now taking the
Alviene the one-ste-p
place of the turkey trot The positions of the dancers are practically
the same except that they stand more
erect and during the dance they do not
make wide swings.
Here are the steps:
Take three steps forward and rise
on the ball of the right foot.
Take three steps backward and rise
on the ball of the left foot Repeat
this four times.
Take four running steps counting
four.- Bend to the left on count five:
right foot extended on six; both feet
together on seven. Then rest one

count

Did you ever dance to the music of
three banjos, a 'cello, a piano and a
bass drum? The members of the Sup
per club declare it is the only crcUfcS-tr- a
for turkey trotting. When it beats
out Mr. Mendelssohn's Melody in F
in ragtime nobody within earshot can
make their feet or shoulders behave.
Classical selections in ragtime, in
which are sprinkled drum effects, mo-tor horn honks and steamboat whistles
s
of
replace the waltzes and
more formal society.
As no member can introduce more
than three guests at a time and no
member or guest can be assigned a
table at any time unless accompanied
by a woman, the smoking room iB
never filled with extra men or the
the tables fringed with wallflowers.
In short, everything is arranged to
make it a Twentieth century home for
Miss Terpsichore.
At this point let us quote from Ar-- .
tide VII of the house rules:
No encores to dance music.
No running or open dancing allowed.
This last rule, gentle reader, refers
to the Texas Tommy.
The Texas Tommy is barred at the
Supper club. However, there is a
in Article VIII, which states:
The house rules may be amended
at any time by a majority" vote of the
house committee.
As there are only three members of
the house committee the rules are
amended from time to time, but nevertheless the Texas Tommy, with his
"open dancing", Is frowned up. Close
fitting dances are the rule at the Supper club.
Gentle reader, have you any idea at
what time the Amalgamated Association of Turkey Trotters knock off for
the night? When the craze first started at George Rector's last winter 2
o'clock was the usual hour.
Then, when the smart crowd made
Its rendezvous at Murray's last summer, 3 o'clock was considered a fitting
time to leave for home and mother.
When Reisenwebber's was the popular
place the closing hour jumped to 4 a.
street
m. Bustanoby's on Thirty-nintstretched it to 5 a. m. On one occasion the dancing continued until 8:30.
And now Louis Martin's the latest
1
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Liribt Your Kitchen with 'a
Bracket Lamp
J3j&
.

Sometimes in the kitchen or elsewhere you need a lamp held
high, where it will light the whole room, and be out of the
reach of children.
The Rayo Bracket Lamp is made for exactly this purpose. It is
one of the famous Rayo Familythe best kerosene lamps made.
substantial
A clear, white light, teady, diffused. A strong,
bracket, easily
affixed to Die wail. Tbe lamp in inexpensive. Economical. Lighted without
in
various styles and
or shade. Kayo Lamp are made

removing thimney
(or ail purpotca.
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restaurant to provide

a public ball
allows its patrons to remain for
breakfast if they wish.
Many turkey trotters visit all five
ballroms in a nigh(. Indeed, its' quite
the fad to do the rounds, ending up
at Martin's, which Is only a few steps
fro mthe Supper club. If by any
chance the Supper club ia threatened
with closeitls, the house committee is
assembled and the house rules are
amended. Needless to say, the house
committee is on duty night and day.
Yes, gentle reader, the all night life
is here. Berlin no longer has a monopoly on it. Paris is quite as tame
as a candy pull In Kansas. Our tur
key trotters have all the other trotters
on the run. If you donf believe It,
get a guest's card at the Supper club.
room

JANUARY

20, 1913.

J'HF

matter
But this rope will have less specific thfi
.... un1 tha
.... uiyuaiuuu 36 deg. w. 1 chain distant from cor
liyhtpr
'
"1"
or
than
the
of
At
matter to float toward ner No. 5, extending thence 15 feet
the
heavier
sand.
weight
BALMY gravity
each side of a line running S.
the same time it will be heavier than the poles. The position of this 1etty on
48 deg. 45 in in. W. 7.80 chains to the
the water, lighter than the sands. is just at the 45 degree point in the
place where the end of the strip
The cable will resist the pressure of 90 degree quarter section from the closes on the boundary line of the
ON
the southward floating sandB, stop equator to the North pole.
tract; the net area being 7.25 acres.
some of them and rear on the ocean
motion Said tract was listed upon the appli"Now there is a resultant
cation of Celestino Sanchez, San Jose,
bed a sinuous, tiny jetty. The rope, growing out of the contact, the strug- New Mexico;
List
A tract of
veris
to
have
unrestricted
however,
gle, between the terrestrial gravity 15.67 acres within unsurveyed, but
tical mov ment, to be Insured by a tendency and the terrestial centrifug- what will probably be, when surveyed.
series of hedge anchors at short in- al tendency and this resultant will Sec. li, T. 15 N., R. 14, E., described
by metes and bounds as
BeBROOKLYN MAN HAS PLANS TO tervals.
send heavier objects with greater ginning at corner No. 1, afollows:
standstone
DISPEL FOGS AND ICEBERGS
Moreover the continuing rope will speed toward the poles than it will marked H-- l, whence the quarter c
OFF NEW FOUNDLAND
between Sees. 11 and 12 bears S.
be supported by buoys, so as not to send lighter objects.
59
E. 26 chains; extending th ace
be covered into the sand. Thus in its
"Such is the origin of ocean cur- S. deg.
58 deg. 30 min. w. 21.60
New York, Jan. 2k One of the unfettered vertical
cha'os;
movement, as it is rents
thence N, 82 deg. 30 mln. W. 9 cha
most fascinaing and useful of feats, buoyed, the bar of sand will slowly,
ef
same
force
has
the
9
N.
"Equatorial
deg. E. 6 chains; thf nco
at first glimpse as easy of accomplish, then more and more rapidly, rise fect upon the atmosphere. When I N. 77 deg. E. 24.80 chains;
thence
59
S.
ment as a trip to the moon, is the above the very surface of the ocean. told the weather bureau of It, they
deg. E. 2.50 chains to coiner
No, 1, the place of beginning. Said
Riker The rope, saturated In asphaltum, will said, 'Now we know why It is that tract
proposal of Caroll Livingston
was liBted upon the
of No. 575 Fifty-nintstreet, Brooklyn, rise with It as Its continuing cap- heavier masses of the air have a tend- of Reyes Jaramillo, Mineralapplication
Hill New
mechanical engineer, to skim the fogs stone and obstructor, the flushboard ency to move from the equator1 toward Mexico; List
A tract within
oft the Banks of Newfoundland
unsurveyed, but what will probablv
and upon the dam. Then will the colder the poles and then return.'"
be, when surveyed, Sec. 13, T. 15
melt all the icebergs that float down waters of the Labrador current be
heretoMr.
Riker
done
What has
N., R. 14 E., described by metes and
from the northern sea. Yet a bill is divorced from the beneficent
gulf fore? He says he built the first refrig bounds as follows: Beginning at corshortly to be introduced in congress stream and forced to shift for them- erating warehouse in America, situat ner No. l, a sandstone marked ,
corner No. 2 on the west line
authorizing one competent naval offi- selves, flowing around the outer end ed in Dey street, New York; fitted out whence
of Las Vegas Grant (Johnson
cer to be appointed by the secretary of the jetty, where their influence will the first refrigerating ship in the
survey)
bears S. 78
30 min. E. 7.44
of the navy, and also two competent be too far eastward to produce fogs. world, the Celtic, in 1874; converted chains, N. 15 deg.
deg. E. 11.20 chains,
persons to be appointed by the presi
Mr. Riker describes the gulf stream the steamer State of Alabama into a and N. 72 deg. E. 25.16 chains;
thence S. 58 deg. 30 min. W.
dent, to be known as the "Labrador as the noblest and grandest of ocean channel dredge for New York harbor; 15
Current and Gulf Stream commission,'' rivers. He discourses on the magni- planned the scheme of draining the 29.50chains; thence N. 70 deg. W.
chains; thence S. 29 deg. 30
and further authorizing a sufficient ficent things it would accomplish if it Potomac Flats at Washington, which mln. E. 24
chains; thence E. 33.17
appropriation therefor.
were not for its unfortunate mesalli- was executed at less than half the chains; thence N. 11 deg. E. 17
to
chains
corner
No. 12 of Luz jara.
The purpose Is to Investigate the ance with the Labrador stream. It original estimates, and designed and
millo's
thence N, 78 deg. 30
feasibility and practicability of dam carries more heat to the Arctic than constructed at his own expense a ma min. W.claim;
7.44 chains to corner No. 1,
ming the Labrador current and to dis the direct rays of the sun, says the chine for lifting vast weights at the the place of beginning. There is es'
cover by practical experience the best engineer, but it is robbed half way, Gatun dam. On the Petoimn
Flats cepted therefrom a strip 30 feet wide
means that can be employed to trap resulting in stretching warm and cold work General Peter, C. Halns, corps of described as follows: Beginning at
and hold in a mighty jetty the sand bands across the hanks, where the engineers, U. S. A., late, a member a1 point 2 on the line betwewen corners
and
of the tract 5.30 chains disand other sediment that is carried by gulf stream flows 250 feet wide and of the Panama canal commission, had tant from corner No. 2,
extending
the Labrador current from the Arctic, 200 feet deep. But, just here comes charge of a dredge for Engineer Riker, thence 15 feet on each side of a line
55
whose marriage with the gulf streamr, shoaling, partly bridging
the gulf but the eminent army engineer was running S.
deg. E. 16 chains to
the place where the end of the strip
mightiest of ocean rivers, spreads the stream to the north; some part of at that time only Lieutenant Haln3. closes
on the boundary line of the
deadly black pall over the ocean track. the Labrador Arctic current under- The Scientific American has no tract; the net area being 62.50 acres.
effect
It is also desired, to' learn the
running the gulf stream rising with, opinions as to how to construct tho Said tract was listed upon the application of Melquiades Martinez, Ponll,
of the diverting of the icy stream up it, going under it, uprising, producing
jetty to the Grand banks of Newfound- New Mexico;
List
Approved,
on the gulf stream and other ocean cross curents and revolving eddies.
land, but, assuming that such a dam December 11, 1912. S. V. Proudfit.
obstrucan
effect
of
Is
ir
such
union
the
of
this
The resultant
currents;'
existed, it would produce the desired Assistant Commissioner of the Genertion upon Atlantic steamships; its ef- regular, undeveloped gulf stream, an results and issue a decree
of divorce al Land Office.
fect upon climate and air, particular- aimless wanderer, dissipatingItself, between
the
wedded
unhappily
ly the climate of America and Eu- disintegrating and dividing into four streams, it believea.. The
publication
rope; the probable effects upon the fine, little branches, one running be Is also willing to furnisty a corps of
Restoration to Entry of Lands in Nafogs of the United States, Canada, the tween Iceland, and Greenland, one to experts to go
along with the Labrador
tional Forest.
British Isles and the waters there- the northward of the British Isles, current and
gulf steam commission.
Is hereby given tiiat the
Notice
of
abouts; to learn any other effects
caroming on Spitzenberg; one butting
lands described below, embracing
such obstruction; to learn the effects into the English coast, and the last
436.92 acres, within the Pecos NationNew Mexico, will be subof currents and of special currents losing Itself through the English chanRestoration to Entry of Lands in Na- al Forest,
ject to settlement and entry under
which would be Influenced bv the pro nel into the North sea, whereas the
tional Forest.
the provisions of the homestead laws
posed obstruction of the Labrador gulf stream should be on the banks
of the United States and the act of
Notice
is
the
that
hereby
given
current, and of the new currents which one
solidified, graceful, gracious, lands described below,
June
embracing United11, 1906, (34 Stat, 233), at tie
would have relation to it, and espe plump and genial river, conferring 160.48 acres, within the Pecos
States land office at Santa
Nationcially the effect of the disintegration blessings, melting all the icebergs. al Forest, New Mexico, will be subject Fe, New Mexico, on March 4, 1913.
of the warn gulf stream which the brushing away the cobwebs of haze to settlement and entry under the pro Any settler who was actually and ia
visions or tne nomestead laws of the good faith claiming any of said lands
meeting with the cold southward float and leaving the banks azure blue, free United States and the act of
for agricultural purposes prior to Janjun 11,
1906 (34 Stat., 233), at the United uary 1, 1906, and has not abandoned
ing Labrador current at present pro and warm as a steam heated flat
j
At the rate of a mile an hour, this States land office at Santa Fe, New same, has a preference right to make
duces,
a homestead entry for the lands AMr.'Riker, hvho Is a man that has cold blooded Labrador current, with Mexico, on March 4, 1913. Any setctually occupied. Said lands were listwho
was
tler
dn
and
good
actually
done things, Js' not afraid of a laugh. its frosty breath, commingles with faith
s
ed upon the applications of the
of
said
lands
for
any
claiming
He tells! how James Eads was laughed the beautiful gulf stream for 25 mfces, agricultural purposes
mentioned
si
who
have
below,
to
Janu
prior
at when he proposed the jetties of cooling it with 50,000,000,000 of cubic ary 1, 1906, and has not abandoned preference right subject to the prior
of any such settler, provided
of
has
a
to
same,
be
of
cold water and causing fogs.
the Mississippi!
composed
preference right to make right
yards
such settler or applicant is qualified
reeds and rusheB, and the laugh This is more than 1,003,000 tons of a homestead entry for the land actual to make homestead1
entry and the
Said lands were listed
ly occupied.
raised at Eads was chiefly by those cold water with a temperature of from upon
the applications of the persons preference right is exercised prior to
whose schemes to control the Father 35 degrees to 55 degrees whereas the mentioned below, who have a prefer March 4, 1913, on which date the
lands will be subject to settlement
of Waters had failed, said Riker.
gulf stream, which flows between the ence right subject to the prior right
and entry by any qualified person.
of
such
any
such
U
settler,
in
mechanic
provided
"The
Florida Capes and Bemeni in a bulk
engineer's plan,
lands are as lOllows: The SW
settler or applicant is
to The Sec.
Yt,
brief, Is to coitrol the gulf stream 90,000,000,000 cubic yards an hour, make homestead entry andqualified
3, T. 13 N., R. 13 E., N.
the prefer M.
P. M., containing 160 acres, apand the Labrador current with a jetty equal to a volume of molten iron big ence right is exercised prior to March
plication of Telesfor Serna, Ribera.
extending 200 miles from the main- ger than the Mississippi itself, Is chill- 4, 1913, on which date the lands will New
The W Vz
Mexico; List
land out into the ocean, 40 feet wide ed and robbed of its usefulness. The be subject to settlement and entry by of NW
Yl, tlfe 77 Yi of W
of E 3,4
The
are
lands
any
person.
qualified
at the base nfcxt the land, tapering baneful Labrador current cuts the nor- as follows: The E
Sec' 3. T. 13 N.. R. 13 E..
of W
of SE of NW Y.
to three feet at its extremity on the mal temperature of 75 degrees of the 'A of SE Vu the W
of E
of SE Yi SW YX of SW "i. the W U of W
of SB
of SW Yi and the S
of
of SW
of
banks, and to be more than 1,000 gulf stream in this region of freezing, Vt, of SE , the E
S Yi of NW
of SW
, Sec. 34,
'A
W
of
NE
SE
the
of
SE
ii.
area.
miles
and
exercises Its pernicious Influence
square
NE
the SE 'A of NW unsurveyed T. 14 N., R. 13 E., con- In a 1ook which Mr. Riker has pub- to the very Issuing force of the of of NE of SE
Of SE
Sec. 4, the N taining 1G0 acres, application of Jesus
lished, startine with the demonstra- mother of cean currents herself.
of NE Yt of NE V of NE V. the Serna, Ribera, New Mexico: List 3- 1597. A tract within unsurveyed, buf
Mechanical Engineer Riker is the SE M of NE 14 of NE Va. of NE
wall would action of what a
of NW Vi of what will probably be, when surcomplish streti liing to the banks, discoverer of the power known to sci- See. 9, the S V2 of N
NW
Nwl
, the E 14
of NW Y veyed, Sec. 12, T. 15 N.. R. 13 E.'. do-he has estimattd the cost of the stone entists as equatorial force. It Is equa- Of NW Vt., the of
N
of NE Vi of scribed by metes and bounds as fol
lows: Beginning at corner No. 1, a
breakwater at $190,000,000; but the torial force that causes the currents NW H of NW
the NE
of SE
H-. whence
tho
Scientific' American ctimates
the of the oceans, these mighty arteries of NW
the NW
of NE
of sandstone marked
the N Yi of SW Y. of NE Y of quarter corner between Sec. 12, T.
cost of the Jett r of sand and sediment and veins in the oceanic circulations NW
NW
and the SW
of NE Vi of 15 N.. R. 13 E.. and Sec. 7. T. is
proposed by th author at $20,000,000 of the universe. The oourco of the NE
N., R. 14 E.. on ransrn linn run w
of NW
, Sec. 10, T. 17 N.,
and Mn. Riker, the cost of the sand gulf stream Is the north and the south R. 14 E-- , N. M. P. M., except a Harvey G. Bardsley, U. S. surveyor
bears S. fin
survey),
jetty, to the united governments of equatorial curents, the two starting strip 30 feet described as follows: (unapproved
deg., E 1 chain, S. 11 deg. 45 mln.
the United Statos, England, Denmark, branches of the gulf stream near the Beginning at a point 10 chains S. E.
8 chains, and E 50
chains; extend
and 13.85 chains E. of the NW corNorway, Swede i, Russia, Holland and equator.
ner of See. 10, extending thence 15 ing thence N. 40 deg. 30 min. W.
19.43 chains; thence N. 6 dee- E a
"In looking for the cause of Inter- feet on each side of a line
France and possibly Germany, at onrunning
secting ocean curents," said the man N. 15 deg. W. 40 chains; N. 77 deg. chains; thence N. 86 deg. W.
ly $10,000,000.
thence S. 22 dee. 15 mln K.
The Brooklyr engineer purposes to who has done things "we find that W. 2.14 chains, N. 66 deg. W. 2.65 chains;
25 chains; thence S. 49 deg. E. 8
80
W.
4.73
N.
N.
chains,
deg.
chains,
get his material from nature without terrestrial gravity the force that 89
W. 3.65 chains, N 72 deg. chpms; thence N. S3 deg. E. 6. OS
cost. The jetty will be the aggrega drags objects from the poles toward W. deg.
2.23 chains, N. 36 deg. W. 2.20 chains to corner No. 1. the place of
tion of the grains of sand moving to- the equator and terrestrial
centrif- chains, N. 33 deg. W. 2.09 chains, beginning. There is excepted then.
from a strip 30 feet wide described
ward the equator which can be im- ugal motion the force that tends to N. 6 deg. W. 1.42 chains, N. 32 dog. as follows:
Beginning at a point on
1.75 chains to the: place where
W.
man
a
mere
throw
from
A
Into
sand
and
bar.
the
objects
equator
peded
tract, from
end of the strip closes on the the east line of the
the
will place on the bottom of the Atlantic then send them off the earth's surface
whence corner No. 1 of the listed
boundary of the tract; and beginning tract
bears S. 38 dear. E. 5.90 rh.iiu
an obstructor to effect the deposit of. on a tangent have a greater tenden- at a point 5 chains W. and .50
distant and corner No. 2 benrs N.
matter required. This obstructor will cy to move heavy matter toward the chains N. of the SE corner of Sec. 38
deg. W 13.53 chains distant, ex4, extending 15 feet on each side of
be a great rope, a cable, saturated equator than lighter matter.
line running N. 32 deg. W. 1 chain, tending thence 15 feet on each sido of
a
"This Is the force that I have newly N. 6
line running N. 79 dni. 30 min. V.
with asphaltum, giving It specific
deg. W. 3 chains, N. 8 deg. E.
40 chains to the place where t'o
It
to
into
delineated
as equatorial force, the 4. 48 chains, N. 6.73 chains, N. 5
the
send
enough
gravity
end
of the strip closes on the hoiu 2.37
4
20
N.
desr.
W.
flow
W.
from the poles to the equator of deg.
ocean to the very floor.
chains,
line
the tract ; the t cvea 1
chains, N. 1 deg. 30 min. W. 3.10 ary 14.42of acres.
Said tract was liftchains, N. 7 deg. E. 3 chains, N. 25 ing
a
ed upon the application
f '. w
deg. W. 2.75 chains to the place Valencia,
'
Rowe, Nw V.roof the strip closes on
end
the
where
V
The NE
;f SW ',
the boundary of the tract; the net
i of NE Vi
area being 75.06 acres. Said tract Vi, the NW MW of
W
of NE
of SE i of NR 1
the
of
was
listed
upon
application
pn
of NE U of SE
of N 10 , and
I
?i 1 f
Jose Leon Solano, Porvenir, New Mex- SE
Yz of EE V of
E
the
unA
tract
within
to s
ico; list
be, Sec. 27, T. 17 N., U
surveyed, but what will
Nothing equals S. S. S. as a cure for Old Sores because nothing equals when surveyed, Sec. 7, T.probably
15 N., R. ing ZZYi acres, err' ""all
v
Jt as a blood purifier. The source and supply of every chronic sore is im- 14
E., described by metes and bounds Enemas, Rowe, it.' :
pure blood; the circulation is infected with germs and luorbid accumulaas follows: Beginning at corner No. 1630. The W
'.
tions which are being' constantly deposited into the open place. This 1, a sandstone marked H-- whence the NE H cf
causes ulceration and inflammation of the flesh, tissues and produces a concorner No. 3 of small holding claim V2 of SE Yi cf ITV
n cf n
dition upon which salves, washes, lotions, etc., can have no curative effects. No. 5512, Tr. 4. bears S. 4 dfts. 30 s i of
s
Vj of f w u cf
4
uc
min.
thence
an
W.
01
matter
Delore
Hie
iuhxhuus
chains; extending
circulation
iueuwuuwiw
)unueu
.
S Vj cf tI3 Vx of '
-- ..ntli Ilia
:.n..tn'. 4t,
u
n,i,
mmj nuiuuinu:
iin .li u . .1
me neaivnv
),i
condition 5. 21 deg. E. 5 chains; thence S. 6 the i; y2 cf i
17
to
S.
heal
thence
heals
old
.sores by going down to the deg. E. 6.10 chains;
the gore. S. S. S.
necessary
V.
13
V..
T.
35,
N.,
31
fountain-heaN.
of the trouble and driving out the germs and morbid matters deg. E. 4.32 chains;
70 acres, applicatioa
which are
the ulcer open. Then as m-rii h blood h t arried to do;;. 30 min. K. 10 chains; thence
N. 36 deg. W. 11.25 chains; tbenc ban, Pecos, New J,;..the pla'-e- the
ihe: inflammation leaves.
beifius, tdl discharge
Dec.
8. 44 jitg. 30 min. W. 4 chains fc Appi'f
'
1
1,
i ', f n
j
Ioj mi 1, .irio oo'i
T'io.
V'
A'
corner
of
1,
the
ihi.
i
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li
n
v
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STOMACH

GONE BAD

SOUR, GASSY, UPSET
WHEN "PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN" GETS
(IN STOMACH ALL INDIGESTION GOES

Time it! In five minutes all stomach distress will go. No indigestion,
heartburn, sourness or belching of
gas, acid, or eructations of undlgeatr
ed food, no dizziness, bloatinf,, foul
breath or headache.
Pape's Diapepsin is noted for Its
speed in regulating upset stomaens.
It is the surest, quickest and most
certain remedy in the whole world
and besides it is harmless.
Millions of men and women now
eat their favorite foods without fear
needless to
they know now it
have a bad stomach.
Please, for your sake, get a large
fifty-cen- t
case of Pape's Diapepsin
from any drug store and put your
stomach right. Don't keep on being
miserable life Is too short you are
not here long, so make your stay
apreeable. Eat what you like and digest it; enjoy it, without dread of rebellion in the stomach.
Diapepsin belongs In your home
anyway. It should be kept handy,
should one of the family eat something which doesn't agree with them
or in case of an attack of indigestion,
dyspepsia, gastritis or stomach derangement at daytime or during the
night it is there to give the quickest, surest relief known. Adv.
THE NEW SPORTING ANNUAL
The best little sporting reference
Iwok of the year id the "Police Gazette Sporting Annual" for 1913, published by the Richard K. Fox Publishing company. It is a compendium of
best performances in all branches of
pports; ably compiled and edited by
sportSam C. Austin, the
The athletic
ing writer and critiq.
records are the records of the Amateur Athletic union, and officially accepted by that organization; the row
ing, yachting, racing, trotting, pacing,
automobile, hockey, football, aeroplane
and swimming records, made all over
the world, are officially correct. The
baseball statistics were furnished by
the National Baseball commission, and
include the details of the world's championship series.
The main feature of the book, however, is the pugilistic; records, and in
cludes the history of every boxer ol
prominence in the world. This splend-di- d
book is made doubly attractive by
illustrations and photos
its high-clas- s
It is authentic and
of the champions.
reliable, and stands today as an authority on the subject upon which it
treats. The price is ten cents; postage two cents extra.
well-know- n

A MESSAGE TO WOMEN.

When pour physician can give you
no remedy for the horrors that oppress you, when through the long
hours of the day It seems as though
your back would break, when your
head aches constantly, you are nervous, depressed and Buffer from those
dreadful bearing down pains, don't
forget that Lydia E. pinkham's Vegetable Compound is the safest and
surest remedy for these conditions
discovered, it will save you years of
mlcgry as it has thousands p othor
suffering women.
HOW'S THIS?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
Cure.
P. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
F. J. Cheney for the past 15 years,
and believe him perfectly honorable
in all business transactions and financially able to carry out any obligations made by his firm.
BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, Ohio.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken internally acting directly upon the blood
find mucous surfaces of the system.
Testimonials gent free, price 75 cent
Lot), fc'old by !! i1n.".".'a. Ttsif
J!H' (''atills' Mils for cm-
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CLODS TRESPASSERS ON

BROAD

BAIL

MONDAY,

TOCK RAISING IS

LINES

SALVATION OF

CO.

(Iurpo rated)

'FIELD

JANUARY 20, 1913.

SUFFER

FARMERS

associate ourselves into a corporation
under and by virtue of the laws of
the state of New Mexico, and for that
purpose do hereby adopt the following
Articles of Incorporation:
Article I.
Name. The name of the corpora
tion is The Crystal Creamery Com-

,

i

;:

pany.

Article II.
"I
I
Place of Business and Agent. The
Mil
IN ADDITION TO THE EXTENSION
MANY ARE KILLED OR MAIMED SANTA FE EXPERT TELLS HOW location of the
principal office of the
J 'HI
OF CULTURE THEY WORK
EVERY YEAR BY ATTEMPTTHE COW CAN ASSIST THE
corporation is 1205 Lincoln avenue. In
FOA aWC IMPROVEMENT.
ING TO STEAL RIDES.
NEW MEXICO AGRICULTURIST
the City of Las Vegas, New Mexico,
and the name of the agent therein
.Notwithstanding the growing popu
Trespassing on railroad property is
entered at the pustotfice ai Kast
Farmers in New Mexico and parti and in charge thereof, and upon whom
Lad Vegas, New Mexico, (or transmis- larity of the study of household eco shown by reports of the Interstate cularly the dry land farmers are com- process against this corporation may
sion through the Uuited States mail nomics among club women, and their Commerce commission to be a decid- ing to recognize that their salvation be served, is Ernest R. Russell.
Increasing dlsposskien to undertake edly dangerous pastime. Over 50 per lies in stock farming. Of the two dis.3 second class matter.
Article III.
work along lines of civic Improve- cent of all the people killed on the visions of
stock farming, viz, feeding
Business.
The objects for which
ment, tbe'cultural side of club activ railroads of this country last year and
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
dairying, the latter is really more this corporation is formed are: To
ity is by no means neglected by them. were trespassers men, women and
at the present time because manufacture, sell, buy, and generally
Carrier:
important
Daily, by
Signs Make
At the 'shrine of literature, where children who" had no business or
$ .06
the inexperienced homesteader can to deal In ice, at wholesale and retail, I,
tfer !opy
. K'-..womens
clubs
were first conceived, right on railroad property.
j
15
undertake the industry of milk- in the city and town of Las Vegas,
0c a
still
"continue
they
their
Every day last year 14 trespassers ing of cows and the shipping of New Mexico, and elsewhere; to ac
devotions,
66
Cae Month
7.50 communing with the great minds of were killed over 5,000 during the cream with more chance of success
One Year
quire, own and operate all machinery
MS
thought and' expression, and steadily year an appalling truth. Contrary than
Mail
Effective
following the scientific, feeding of every kind necessary or convenient
Daily by
con- to a common suspicion, only 10 per
art
of
delightful
cultlvating,fthe
$6.00
One Year
practice.
in the manufacture of artificial Ice, sail
versation. Tnis is as it should be. cent of this number were aramps or
fcul'CS!
3.00
There are two valuable policies that and to erect, purchase or otherwise
fix Mentha
From familiarity with the best liter- hoboes; 70 per cent were reputable
we wish to submit now to the considNewspaper advertising imforins the reader
acquire proper buildings and plants
ature comes the inspiration to noble people who used railroad property as
about what you have to sell. Perhaps he nwty not be
eration of the farmers who are, or who for the manufacture and storage of
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
endeavor, and unless our study leads a thoroughfare, and in spite of warnnear your store at the time.
to realize principally
,
from either natural or artificial Ice, and for
to some form "of beneficent activity ings given them not to do so, and 20 expect
GROWER
cream. The need of incorporating both the handling and disposition of the
Knr vniir Klprtrir- Nicrn rntohpia his pv
12.16 It Is useless., .
lin t.t-One Year
per cent were children under 14 these
policies on the farm arises from same; to purchase and own any and
5
LOO
he is neat your store. It reminds him of what you
The general federation Is fortunate years of age.
tlx Months
the fact that cream is scarcest and all real estate necessary or conveniis
advertised.
He
to
enter.
in having as chairman of Its literature
impelled
Commenting on this, N. L. Howard,
its best price during the win ent for the buildings aforesaid, or for
and library extension department superintendent of the C. B. & Q. rail- brings
Your
Electric
ter
months.' Which means that cows the cutting cr obtaining of natural Ice,
Sign is the link between his
(Cash in Advance tor Mail Subscrip- Mrs. Frances
Squire potter of Chi road at Burlington, Iowa, recently should
desire to have a thing and the act of securing it. Then,
milk
as
in
much
that
produce
or for any other corporate purposes
tions)
cago, a womaq, of broad'
who published an open letter to parents, season
too, think of all the transient ttade your sign will draw.
of the year as possibles And of the company; to manufacture, buy,
Remit by draft, check or money is also one of the most culture,
In
he
which
said:
speak
gifted
is
to
it
milk
possible
order. If sent otherwise we will not ers In our
produc- sell ana generally to deal in milk, butkeep the
country. Mrs. Potter is
"Today, somewhere in this country, tion on
any given farm up to the maxi- ter, cream and dairy products of all
be responsible for loss.
two
the
or
three
or
embodiment
truly
little cnildren have been mum in
expression
that part of the year by:
Specimen copies free on applica- of Bosanquet's definition of culture killed
kinds; to acquire, own, buy and sell,
playing around tracks and
tion.
Having the greater number of your and generally to deal in dairy cows
as "the habit of a mind instinct with cars. So it was yesterday, so it will
An Electric Sign is really the best salesman
milk cows come fresh in September. and other live stock of any kind or
purpose, cognizant of a tendency and be tomorrow, and so it averages, day
you'ean
employ. Silently, yet steadily and surely, its
cows
These
will
to
be bred in the character; to preserve in cold storage,
have
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT connection
in human achievement, in the day out, through all the year.
message burns through the night, positively attracting
month of January.
present
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
of
in
all kinds
and generally deal
"The railroads and their employes
diligent in discerning the great from
.
trade.
Feeding your cows juicy, succulent food products of a perishable nature
PAID FOR
the trivial."
are not callous to the sorrow caused
in winter to keep up their or otherwise; and
The cost of an Electric Sign is surprisingly
generally to have
The president of the General Fed- in this way; on the contrary, they
milk flow.
tow ana tne,. expense of maintaining and lighting is
Advertisers are guaranteed the eration of Women's Clubs In her last are doing all
r
and exercise all powers proper or
can
to
avoid
they
these,
In regard to the first
small 'Phone Main 206 for full particulars.
convenient to be had or exercised in
largest dally and weekly circulation message makes a ' strong plea for the saddest of all accidents. There
establish the January breeding
et any newspaper In northern New greater attention to correctness and Is not a trainman or a switchman in
or in connection with the business of
a
of at least two years In cold storage, the operation of a genMexico,
has not time and most period
elegance of speech a timely plea our yards who
VEGHS LIGHT
cases will be required. The pro eral butter and creamery business,
that we should all ponder. In listen- again admonished children against
cess
of
will
be
difficult
because
change
and the business of manufacturing,
615 Douglas Avenue
ing to Francos Squire Potter's per- the danger of "flipping" cars, not
TELEPHONES
cows have inherited the tendency to
and dealing In artificial and
one
cutting
who
not
modulated
does
masvoice
and
dread
ever
her
the
fectly
Main 2
musiNESS OFFICE
i'eed when temperature and other natural ice.
terly use of our nattve tongue, one present possibility of having to lift
NEWS DEPARTMENT
Mai
seasonal
factors are agreeable. And in
Article IV.
sighs to reflect how seldom we hear some broken body trom under the car
order
to
season
their
of
breed
change
Stock.
The amount of the
Capital
wheels.
All that we railroad men can
the language of Shakespeare and MilMONDAY, JANUARY 20. 1013.
ton spoken, in its purity and with do about it, however, is very little; ing, artificial summer conditions such total authorized capital stock of the
as warm comfortable quarters and suc
children continue to come every day
nice discrimination.
corporation is One Hundred Thousand
culent feed must be supplied In 'win Dollars ($100,000) divided Into one
to
Mrs.
our
to
on
Potter's
outlines for the study
the tracks, to
play
yards
Til H iflOH COST OP LIVING
ter'. When you have secured the de thousand shares of the
of English literature-.fropar value of
the begin- hop on the cars, too often to meet
AN I 'Til f i COST OF COOI
sirable
winter
facilities
over
have
yo,
one
dollars
each.
hundred
($100)
to
the Romantic Revival with disaster, because It is impos
ning down
IJV1XG- - .
come the main difficulty, for in addi
Article V.
have been found most helpful to sible for us to keep an eye on everyone of them or keep them all away. tion to comfort, warm stables are
Names, Addresses and Shares of In
Two statements" have '"appeared W plujbs. as Jiave .A,hervld Testament
essential to milk production and pro corporators. The names and postof- It
is
to
bad
She
run
over
grownlays special
enough
Jhe newspapers recently regarding literature,, olivines.
of calves In waiter.
fice addresses of the Incorporators and
emphaife'W 4he Importance of famil- up trespassers, but cannot something per care
the
o
the
subject
in
thf change in the number of shares subscribed by
accomplishing
to
be
done
with
Bible as a
the
James
children?
King
iarity
stop
killing
present high cost of living. One was
"Jt seems to me something can be breeding time "foil musj Wip by keel each, the aggregate of which is Three
and her lectures
that, umier present conditions, the literary production,,
I feel that the parents of this ing tne cows from tiu bull in their Thousand ($3,000.00) Dollars, that be
BAlN':;-WA.G:.;N:- i
cost of conveying six dollars' wcrtb based on' Bible 'topics are certainly done.
next regular season. Endeavor to ing the amount of capital stock with
most inspiring.
country should be frankly told about
of food from the producer to the con
The, Importance of dramatic art is the situation and their interest ap- hold them for about tlree months and which the corporation will commence
sumer is seven dollars. The other
to in the matter of keeping then breed them. The following yeal business, are:
was a statement from the department increasingly apparent, and also the pealed
No. of
club women as children away from railroad grounds, the farmer should try to hold them
of
responsibility
of agriculture that one of the, factors
Amt.
moulders of piiblie' taste, and senti- except when they are legitimately to about three montls later than he Name and Address
Shares
In producing higher prices is the
did this year, or to .'anuary the new
ment.
As Mrs.
E.
well
Las
called
Adolph
there.
Strauss,
Pennypacker
agitatioi for ure Toodstuffs and the
10
$1000
"I regret that now and then some breeding month. In fhort, accomplish
Vegas, N. Mex.
enactment jsd enforcement of pura says: we must never forget that
the change in two ste;8,' or even three Ernest R, Russell, E, Las
fl.
our hands are given the ideais people get an erroneous understandinto
food laws.
These statements are
10
N. Mex.
of the nation,'.' and it is the earnest ing that children are driven away by holding only two nonths each year
$1000
Vegas,
typical of two most important forces
until the change is complete, if the Lillian C. Russell, E. Las
at present influencing living condi- endeavor of the General Federation from the tracks because they might more
gradual method seems advisable.
women to live up to their high call- pick up a few chunks of scattered
$1000
Vegas, N. 'Mex
, . . 10
tions. One has to do entirely with
r '
Should
you have any itows on hand at
Miss Mar Gray Peck of Chi coal or a few bits of kindling; but I
VI.
Article
ing.
management and administration. If
is chairman of the drama com- - do not think that Idea is general. We present that are not with calf from
Term.
The term for which this
it is true that it costs seven dollars cago,
tlx-- ' lltra.ure denar
to save our coal, but much more last summer or fall, we would advise corporation is to exist is fifty (50)
under
want
mittee,
to market six dollars' worth of food,
you to try to breed them now or not years.
and that the housewife is paying ment, and her 'syllabus of study of do we want to save the boys and later than
February 15. If you are In Witness Whereof we have heremodern drama is most helpful to girls from mutiliation and death and
the
thirteen dollars for six dollars' worth
the
of clubs that to save the parents from sorrow. For successful you have done so much
number
unto set our hands and seals this
increasing
of nourishment, the seven dollars'
a larger incoma from cream. 2fith
are specializing along this line.
this puipcse I ho?e we may obtain
day of April, A. D. 1912.
. difference going to pay middlemen,
The other committee under the de the
ADOLPH STRAUSS
of parents every- But be careful not to s;cure more win(Seal)
railways, etc., this need cause no disliterature is that of li where. Unless we get this, and es- ter fresh cows than j'our increasing
of
ERNEST
R,
RUSSELL
partment
(Seal)
may. It simply means that our comthe chairman of pecially unless parents do their duty winter protection wil; accommodate
LILLIAN C. RUSSELL (Seal)
mercial machinery is receiving more brary extension,
Proper feeding is even a greater re- State of Nw Mexico,
which is Miss L. E.' Stearns, of Mad in this Important matter, other boys
than its just due, and that It needs
ison, Wis. Believing tfiat it Is "not and girls will pay the price of their quirement for winter dairying than County of San Miguel, ss.
overhauling and simplifying, a task the tew
shelter, which brings ts to the second
On this 26th day of April, A. D. 1912,
great libraries, but the thou parents' neglect.
to which the American people are
most
is
useful
sand small ones" that are
not an appeal on the mere matter for our earjiest consideration. before me, the undersigned, a Notary
"This
fully equal. But the other statement, in tin normla
Milk flow depends upon succulent Public In and for the above
county
' ' thia nnmmlHoo ' 4p fact that the laws should be enforced.
Instead of causing any apprehension, i
to helping In the es- - It is true that the law against tres- feed being a part of tie cows' ration. and state personally appeared Adolph
devoted
largely
should really bo a reason for congrat-tablishment of these small libraries passing should be upheld, but there Green grass provides his In summer. Strauss, Ernest R. RusboI andl Lillian
ulation. That the American public
and also in
multiplication if - should be public sentiment against Nothing but silage wil do so In win- C. Russell, to me personally known
is sufficiently alive to the import
commissions. Just at present trespassing by children stronger than ter. And it will do it as good and to be the same persons whose names
ance and value of pure foodstuffs for brary
it is assisting Kansas In its enlarge any law. Are the legs and arms, and even better than greei grass. Added are subscribed to the foregoing instruthis knowledge to have an influence
ment of the scope of its trivellni;
even the lives of little children too to this it is a great economical factor ment and who signed the same, and
on prices is a most gratifying sign
commission to include an or- high a price to be paid tor what fun on the farm, caving abmt 35 per cent lor himself and not one for the other,
of progress and of higher and better
to work among the pu' lie II there may be in playing on the tracks more feed than stacking in the field. acknowledged that he signed, sealed
standards of living. The fact that ganizer
braries of the state. Through one of or jumping on and off moving cars? It can be fed beneficially to all class- and executed the same as his free act
Thru-ou- t
the Initial cost is greater has no beariiii members, Miss ti. S. Pagi, of Wefet Mothers and fathers, if you think so es of livestock, but as far as miiA and deed.
of
food
value
on
the
the
ultimate
ing
Virginia, it will endeavor to ail that that law will be enough; for the rem- cows are concerned it is an absolute
Witness my hand and notarial seal
product. Certified milk costs more state in
securing a library oonmis-sloedy is in your hands, and you alone necessity By H. C. McCowen, assist the day and year In this certificate
than ordinary dirty disease-carryin'
A. 'T first
and more and, better public li- can prevent the maiming and killing ant agricultural demonstrator;
above written.
'
J1'
milk, but is it more expensive? When braries.?
':: "'
F.
Col
S.
and
Ry.
had
ones
committee
This
helped of these little
by forbidding
(Notarial Seal)
one considers the cost of medical serthe state of Arkansas to establish V them trom coming on the railroad
WALTER BRUCE HOKE,
and'
of
loss
medicines
vices, nursing,
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
nsoc!atlon and will lend cor tracks? and especially from Jumping
"
library
Notary Public.
trans
time and life caused by disease
'
1-- 4
OFF MUSLIN UNDERWEAR
State of New Mexico, Office of the My" commission expires Oct.' 14, 1915.
aif in promoting the library on and off cars, and then see that
mitted by dirty milk, it becomes evi- (dial
movement iti anv state.
State Corporation Commission.
Endorsed: No! '738l'r Con. Rec'd.
they obey yon."
1-3
OFF EMBROIDERY
dent that the first cost is not a fair
The tKtablishment of libraries and
It is hereby certified, that the an Vol. 6 Page 194. Article of Incorpora
milk
criterion, and that clean, pure
Is
a full, true and complete tion of The
the education
nexed
commissions,
OFF ALL WHITE GOODS
5
Crystal Creamery Com
Is far cheaper in the end, even library
of the Articles of Incorpo
of the ipeople to an appreciation of
MORE
JUDGE.
transcript
ONE
of
office
State
In
Filed
Corpo
pany.
cents
though its Initial cosMs a few
really noble dramatic art, and the culSanta Fe, Jan. 20. The houBe com ration (No. 7381) of The' Crystal ration Commission, Nov. 23, 1912; 9:15
higher. This is true of all putt tivation of a niore intimate acquaintmittee
upon judiciary this morning Creamery Company with the endorse a. m. ' Edwin F. Coard, Clerk, Commafoods. The demand for pure food
wtth
ance
literature
the
best
English
decided
to recommend the passage of ments thereon, as same .appears on pared E. D. C. to J. J. O.
terials and the increase in living exare not these idealB worthy of an an act creating an associate district file and of record in the office of the
State of New Mexico
penses from this cause can Account oiganlzatzion composed of one milcommission.
State
Corporation
In
the
district
Fifth
Judicial
1- -1
judgeship
of San MigueL ss.
IB
County
for only a small part of the present lion of the most
enlightened women in the same manner as vacancies are
In testimony whereof, the chairman
I hereby certify that this instru
Id crease in prices, hut so far as it
of the United States?
and clork of said commission have ment was filed for record on the 27th
filled.
goes The Journal of the American
set their hands and affixed day of Dec. A. D. 1912, at 11 o'clock
hereunto
comwas
liill
The
to
the
presented
Medical Association considers it a
of said commission, at the a. m. and was
MORE OHIO BRIBERY TRIALS
seal
tbe
J.
M.
mittee
a
by
Hervey,
prominent
duly recorded In Book
wJcoeo sign, since !t means better
Columbus. O,, Jan. 23l The case of attorney of Rosweli, who made, a City of Santa Fe, on this 23rd day I of Art.
Record page 305 on
Inc.
of
less
sickness.
end
find purer foods
State .Senator Edward T. Crawford oi statement In favor of the move. Tbe, of November, A. D., 1012.
this 27th day of Dec. A. D. 1912.
c
or not pay inore than is neces--f
HUGH II. WILLIAMS,
Carroll county, indicted on a charge district is said to be really more than (Seal)
-.- .. t
i
Witness my hand and seal of office.
- - ) r,
:,,ry for any food, bat lot us have
called for trial here one Judge can bundle and as the 88 Attest:
of bjiiit'O':.
Chairman.
DKUIADO,
LORENZO
what
matter
may
no
lney
.nr f,i..ln,
EDWIN V, COAH1), Clerk,
today. Thin ia another In a series of toHHui valuation of lu four counties,
Recorder
Coounty Clerk and
of Incorporation of The
,
Article
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Joseph Hyde of Albuquerque was
a visitor here yesterday and today.
DK'.Ji, C,, ''Smith returned this al
ternoon from ; several days' trip ttt
Denver., .
W.
was
t Attorney on G. Ilaydon left this
W. M. Miller of Albuquerque
a short business trip
afternoon
visitor here today.
v
to Springer.
Abran Garcia of Bueyeroa, county
W.
of
E.Bickford
Albuquerque
assessor in Union county, was a vis- was In town on a
short visit yester-aitor in town for over Sunday.
and today.,
Crutcher Shallcross of Hawsville,
Roman Gallegos went yes
Sheriff
is
Ky., is a visitor in the city and
to Santa Fe where he'
evening
terday
the guest of Mr. and .Mrs. Stephen will
spend a few days.
Powers.
E. D. Fowler left this afternoon on
Chris Goke came into town yester- a several
.ays" business strip to Denday from his ranch at Gollinas Springs, ver and other points In Colorado.
making the trip in his Abbot Detroit
Mr. and Mrs.F. P. Sieglitz, who
roadster.
been on a several weeks' visiV
have
Harry T. Hoskins of Trinidad, Colo., to Arizona, have returned home.
arrive tn town last evening and let?
M. Romeo Haby of Wilcox, Ariz.,
this morning on a short business tri is a visitor in
tpwn and is the guest
to Morai
of Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Sieglitz.
Mrs. J. B. Pfister arrived yesterday
Mrs. J, F. .Carse and daughter of
from her home in Marceline, Mo., and
Detroit,
Mich., are visitors here, and
will spend several months In Las
are
the guests of Mrs. J. E. Carse.
'
Vegas for the benefit of her health.
of Solano, county
F, M, Hughes
Miss Ella Farrand has resigned her
in the Third district
commissioner
for the
position as stenographer
of Mora county, was a visitor in town
Charles Ilfeld company and has re
'
Sunday.
turned to her home in Des Moines, la.
M. M. Padgett left yesterday on s
James Bailey, representative of the several days'' business
trip to Mora,
Potter Candy company, has returned
the trip in his Overland aumaking
from a business trip in the northern tomobile.
part of the state and in southern Colo
J. A. Conley, traveling engineer for
rado
the Santa Fe railroad, with headquarGeorge Peters, the Persian mission- ters in Raton, was a vissitor in town
'
ary who has been here for a week, yeterday.
left this afternoon for Santa Pn
B. Romero of the Romero Drug
where be plans to make several ad
company left this afternoon for Sandresses.
ta Fe where he will spend several
Stephen Powers, superintendent oi days on business.
the Agua Pura company, left Saturday
Mrs. William Classford Returned
evening for Dodge City, Kan., where this afternoon from Washington, jj.
he will spend the coming week oV. C, where she has been spending ihe
business.
past three weeks.
Mrs. Eva Aber, who has been visitW. F. Jacobs, known to his many
ing here for several weeks, the guest friends as "Jake", arrived in town
of her grandmother, Mrs. N. h. Ros- this afternoon and will be a visitor
enthal, left last evening for her home here for several days.
in Los Angeles, Calif.
Colonel R. E. Twitchell went last
Miss Nora Morrissey returned last
night to Santa Fe on business for tne
evening from Antonchlco where she Santa Fe railway, for which he is ashas been spending several weeks, hav- - sistant solicitor in' New Mexico.
l
ing been called there on account of
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Reld of
illness in the Abercromble family.
were visitors here for Sunday.
Mra. E. Uhiftg, who is employed at Mr. Rcid Is a member of the law
the Cellers Dry 'Goods .store, left Sat- firm of Reld aniFHervey of Roswell.
urday evening for ( Cincinnati, Ohio,
Frank Springer, who has been
where she will Bpend her r.vacatlon spending several months in Washingvisiting her mother.
f
ton, has returned to Las Vegas. He
Bert W. Kelly, formerly local agent will spend the remainder of the winfor the Wells Fargo and Company ter here... 1
express, left yesterday afternoon for
State Senaipximils ...C Ilfel return
Denver to take up his new position e last night to Santa Fe where he
as depot agent vf or the express com- i3 attending the session of the statje
pany.
A
legislature, after spending, the weekMr. and Mrs. J. E. Byrnes of Escan-aba- , end at home.
een In. tow?
Mijfh., who . havti
Leonard and-- ' pai;ty passed
for several days yisiting Mr: antf 'Mrs through, as Vegaif today" on '"private
J. L. Tooker, wlirieavetomorrow car "Republic" attached to Santa Fe
morning on the Limited for Grand train No. 10 en route from Los An
pvn'yonAriz.
geles, Calif., to Denver, Cola
Mrs. Fred Westerman left Jast evenJ. D. Barnes, who Is to occupy tne
ing torj Denver, having heen allei position of local agent for the Wells
there, of account of the, critical condi- Fargo and Company express, which
tion of Mr. Westerman, who. jrecently was recently vacated by Bert W. Kelwas operated upon at one of the large ly, arrived thlss afternoon from Denhospitals in that city.
ver.
Charles Trumbull returned Saturday
James Peabody, statistician for the
evening from hfs ranch at Roclada. Santa Fe Railway company, and par
Mr. Trumbull was accompanied by ty,
passed through Las Vegas this
Thomas Condon, who is spending the afternoon on ; private car No. 16 atwinter at Roclada, visiting his nephew, tached to train No. 1 en route from
John Condon, the well known Rocladi Chicago to Phoenix, Ariz.
farmer.
Mr; and Mrs. E. R. Russell left thl
Mr.
and Mrs. F. B. Potter, who afternoon for, Denver, where they will
have been in Spokane, Wash., for the be visitors for several days. While
past eight months, retrned Saturday in Denver Mr. Russell will attend a
evening and will remain here perman- stock and dairy show, which is being
ently. Mr. Potter has purchased an held In that city this week.
interest In the Potter Candy company
Miss Edna Edwards has resigned
which has recently been reorganized. her position'' ,aS stenographer for the
While in Spokane Mr. Potter was th law
firmop jjones and Rogers and
superintendent of the Pacific Coast left this afternoon for her home In
Biscuit company of that city.
Fort Smith, Ark., having been called
there on account "of the illness of her
sister.
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PEOPLES BANE & TRUST CO.
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Ros-wel-
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Deputy

County-Cler-

E. H. Blern- -

baum and Deputy County Treasurer
C. J" Strong, both officials of Mora
county, were here yesterday on their
way to Santa Fe where they have
business before the state legislature.
Both men reside In Mora.
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Stomachs
Gain Strength on

Grapes-Nut- s
apirtially

that provides
nourishment for body and
'
brain.
easily-absorbe-

d

is not
only a great help for correcting trouble, but also for
Grape-Nut-

s

food

avoiding it.

If your usual food disagrees, try the change to a
simple breakfast of Grape-Nut- s
and cream for a week or
two.

Stomach ease and new vigor
should follow.
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ASSESSOR IS HURT.
Dayton, N. M., Jan. 20, John Price,
county assessor and one of the best
known men in Eddy county, was shot
and seriously wounded late Saturday
the Lamb ; ranch, three
evening
miles east of here.
' Mr. price
been hunting during
the afteruoon on the Lamb ranch and
had Just dllmbed into his automobile
to start for home, when the accident
occurred. Edward Lamb, was handing him his automatic shotgun, and
in some Unaccountable manner, the
weapon was discharged.
The full load of shot struck Mr.
Price near the mouth ana right sid
of his "face, tearing away a good part
of his cheek and inflicting a terrible
wound.
The victim was brought Immediate
ly to this city and Mr. M. II. Culpep
per, asBintfid by' Doctora Baker and
Skein, of Arleglu, drnnnd hits injur- lex. Wlillx the wnuiul lu am hills Ami
Mi'. Price fur life, tin1
will (ilfcfif-uj Blii iiditiK kui fHmn M;wt lilm to re
)m
jii.vui', jii'ovliliiijf no ijjifn vii
'
jili' otl.iMK lit rtfi.

lid

FAST

BASKETBALL GAMES WILL
BE PLAYED WEEKLY AT

THE

Y. M. C. A.

The Y. M. C. A. has not said much
about basketball this season, but the
secretary has been quietly planning
until now It is announced that a
league will be launched.
The teams of the league will be composed of the members of the different
Sunday schools in the city. The secretary desires it to be known that
Sunday school in the city, is invited to send a aelegate to the Y. M.
C. A. building next Wednesday night
at which time plans will be formulated for the starting of the league. '..,.
No member of any other first team
will be allowed to participate in tne
games. There will be a weekly
header
on a night to be announced later, likely Saturday" night.
On Wednesday night the proposition
of forming a Sunday School Athletic
association will be brought up with
the idea of having this association
participate not only in basketball,
In indoor and outdoor baseball as
well, under the auspices of the Y.
d

ev-er- y

double--

bt

M. C. A.

Only those who attend Sunday
school regularly will be allowed to
take part In the game3 and the super
intendent of each Sunday school will
furnish the Y. M. C- A. with a l'st of
the attendants every week before
each league game All games will he
played in the Y. M. C. A ?ymnasium.
Y. M. C. A. Notes.
The fund' for the new phououraph
for the Y. M. C. A. is slowly growFrom the subscriptions $12.f.O
ing.
-

has been raised and the receipts
from the junior gym exhibition will
be used for this purpose.
The junior gymnasium clas3 of the
Y. M. C. A. is going to give an exhibition on the night of Thursday,

Jau-uary- .

Every Department

PUBLIC IS INVITED TO HEAR ADDRESS BY THE NEW JEWISH
RABBI FRIDAY NIGHT

The members of Congregation
are greatly pleased in the selection they made when they chdse
Rev. Dr. Jacob Landau as their rabbi.
Dn. Landau made his first appearance
in a Las Vegas pulpit Fridoy evening.
He was introduced to the congregation by Ludwlg William Ilfeld, vice
president of the Temple organization,
Dr. Londau then gave a masterful address upon "The Duty of the Rabbi
to His Congregation." The address
w as heard
by a large number of the
residents of Las Vegas as well
as many prominent gentiles, among
whom were Mayor Robert J. Taupert,
former Governor William J. Mills and
members of the city council). In the
near future Dr. Landau will give a
lecture upon "The Duty of the Congregation to Its Rabbi."
Dr. Landau is a scholar and writer
that
of ability. He has announced
next Friday evening he will give a
lecture upon the subject,, "Shylock,
the Jew." Students of Shakespeore
are especally Invited to hear this lecture. Dr. Landau, it is understood,
will handle this famous Shakesperean
character from the viewpoint of the
Jewish people. His interpretation Hi
said to be that of the more advanced
students of the bard and playwright
of Avon. The public is cordially invited to hear the lecture,.
Dr. and Mrs. Landau have secured
apartments in the Plaza hotel, where
they will be pleased to meet their
friends, During hi3 stay here, whicL
Las Vegans hope will be long, Dr.
Landau intends doing some extensive
writing. He is the author of many
published works, and doubtless wll;
be one of the most popular clergymen
who have ever been located In Las
Vegos. He is expected to be an addition to the scholarly circles of New
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OFFICERS

JOHN W. II ARK IS, President '
Cleofes Itomero, Vice jPres. Cecilio Roseuwald, Sec.
Geo H. Iluuker, Vice Pres.
Ivo W. Lively, Assistant Secretary
.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Jan. 20. Operators took

their tips from the London market,
where selling of the Copper shares
was caused by a severe slump in the
price of metal. Local prices for Copper Issues opened Wl down, hut there
was little disturbance of the railroad list and it was only after weak
ness appeared in specialties that the
standard stocks began to sag. Possibility of a decision In the Minnesota
rate case today by the supreme court
had a restrictive effect on trading.
Bonds were .steady.
More excitement and violent move
ments were compressed into ten min
utes trading during the noon hour
than for a long time. On a rumor
circulated that toe supreme court
would render a decision favorable to
the railroads in the Minnesota case,
shorts scrambled hastily to cover and
prices bounded up rapidly. Some isto 1
sues moved from
points between sales. Union Pacific advanced
and there were
to 159
from 156
of 1 to 2
elsewhere
improvements
failed to
traders
the
When
points.
get verification of the report, the ur
gent buying stopped and the market
fell back abruptly and became dull.
When it was announced that th
Minnesota rate decision would not be
given
today hear traders attacked
the list on the ground that there
would be another week of suspense.
Steel, Union Pacific, Reading and
Amalgamated sold one to two points
under Saturday's final figures. Last
week's low prices were nearly reach
ed by some of the leaders.
The market closed st idy. Some
recovers from the low level had been
eeffcted when liquidation broke out
in the Rock Island stocks and bonds
and the whole list went down again.
Rock Island yielded 1 to 2 and
on unthe collateral fours 2
Elsewhere
dealings.
usually large
there were some traces of nervousness over the recent vulnerability of
certain properties to bear attacks.
Shorts were buyers in the lost few
minutes and some of the active stoc&s
recovered half a point or more.
The closing sales were as follows:
71
Amalgamated Copper
'
115
Sugar
104
Atchison
118
Northern Pacific
162
Reading .
104
Southern Pacific
157
Union Pacific
62
United States Steel . . .
109
United States Steel, pfd

ANNUAL MEETING

NATIONAL

WESTERN STOCK SHOW

Denver, Colo.

January

1913

20-2- 5,

Tickets on tale January 1 8, 1 9 and 2l, l9l3. Final Return
limit January 3l, l9l3. Fare for the Round Trip

SO Lb

$14.20

V

VI

D. L. BATCHELOS, Arjent

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

!

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
"-

-'

q o 10 on

n.

higher 51 to 51 and sold at 61.
lowThe close was steady. May
er at 61
.
May oats opened
higher to unchanged at 33 to 33Vi and advanced
early to 33
The light hog run still , Influences
provisions. May pork started 2& tto
5 cent up at
18.75 to $18.80 and
sold to $18.90; May lard. opened 2 &
tJ 5 cents higher at $10.12?10,15
and advanced to $10.20 and May ribs
cents to 7& Improved at 10.10
10.12. The Quotations at the
...
close were:
Wheat, May 92; July 90; September 8S.
,
,m
,

3.

,

25

?

61;

SepCorn, May 61 ; July
tember 53.
Oats, May
July 33; Septen
ber 33.
Pork, Jan. $18.60; May $18.90.
Lard, Jan. $10.15; May $10.20.
Ribs, Jan. $10; May $10.15.

33;

If your children are subject to attacks ot croup, watch for the first
symptom, hoarseness. Give Chamber-lain's- r
Cough Remedy as soon as the
child becomes hoarse and the attack
may be warded off. For sale by all
dealers. Adv.
Read The

Opta

.January White Goods Sale,

Thousands of dainty garments, fashioned with great
snow white materials including Muslins, Cambrics and
Nainsooks in the newest styles for the coming season. Trimming's
The workare the daintiest and finest of lace and emoroideries.
manship and fit of every garment is above criticism.
clever-ness'.fro-

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Jan. 20. May wheat opened today 'MtU undiT Saturday at
on a decline at Liverto
03
A n
pool, and sold off to si:i
(

I'!

A

for your valuable papers,
reasonable.
charges
Boxes

itor here today.
r

Savings Department

Safe Deposit Department

5.25.

fit

DEPARTMENT

We pay 2 per cent on Checking
Accounts,
Every facility offered,
consistent with Safe Banking.

Acts as Executor, Administrator,
Guardian, Assignee and Trustee.
Consult our officers.

$7.107.35; pigs 6.o06.75.
Market
12,000.
Sheep Receipts
steady. Muttons $4.005.75; lambs
$7.258.80; range wethers and yearlings 5.007.50; range ewes $3,50T

vis-

J. Kugene Brown of the Teoples
I'nnk and Trust company, returned
Kiiiiiiiliiv fcVMjiinir from un extended
iHji jo h'nw York City, liufl'ulo, N;, Y.,
!'
Chlcwgri ii in other Jiirgtt Whi'e int Mr. liruwii Iook-aflr

THANKING

TRUST DEPARTMENT

KANSAS CITY LIVE STOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., Jan. 20. Cattle
company.
Receipts 14,000, including 1,500 southMAY GIVE RENO A BLOW
20.
A
Carson City, Nev., Jan.
poll erns. Market steady to 10c lower.
southern
Native steers $6.758.50;
which
Nevada
of
new
the
legislature
SUES MINING COMPANY.
,
cows
and
steers
southern
?5.757.35;
ISueria Vista, Colo., Jan. 20. In the convened today indicates that; a majorcows and
heifers
native
$3.756.25;
of
are
members
in
favor
session of the district court which ity of the
heifers
$3.757.50; Blockers and feedlax
' '
opened today.it is expected that the amendments to the, present-- ,
ers'
'hulls $5.00.!0;-calve$5.757.60;
for
laws which are responsible
damage suit of Mrs., Ora Llnderfeit
western steers
J6.IjO10.25;
An
mill"
"divorce
the
Reno
industry.
against the Mary Murphy Mining and
cows
western
$:t.7f!?
?6.008.00;
will be
Milling company will come to trial. amendment to the present law
6.50.
resithe
of
period
Mrs. Linderfelt U suing the company presented fixing
Market
7,000.
Hogs Receipts
that she was dence at one year and poBsibly confor $35,000, alleging
ot
sales
to
tc
Bulk
strong'
higher.
alwhich will not
poisoned at a boarding house at the taining a provision
pack$7.257.45;
heavy
$7.407.50;
to
effective
become
low
the decree
company's mine at St. Elmo, Colo.,
ers and butchers ?7.307.45; lisht
last October, when five men died before another year.

from a mysterious poison, and that
she has never recovered from the effects.

$106,000.00

and You Have Prompt and Courteous Attention

Mon-tefior- e

The boys have been practicing for the past month and by the Mexico.
time of the exhibition they will glre
a good account of themselves. This
department of the Y. M. C. A. has
increased 100 per cent or just doubled since the first of November and
new hoys are joining every day. Tickets are out for the exhibition to be
BY
sold at five cents per foot. It is needless to say) that the boys are trying
to fill the gym with six footers. That
night the prize for ticket sessing,
bringing in the most members and
for the essays will be presented. The
(Continued From Page One)
boys' work committee will be the
guests of honor and sit on the ground
those on the Minnesota rate case or
floor.
other state rate cases.
The supreme court today annulled
On Tuesday night the students are
which
as
invalid the "reciprocal demurrage
at
court"
a
planning "kangaroo
time one of their number will he rules" of the Mississippi railroad
tried for the crime of "treason." Ev- commission, which imposed charges
in delivery
ery 'student in the High school and upon railroads for delay
intra-sta- t
or
shipThe
attend.
Interstate
to
upon
the Normal is invited
decision was based on
ments.
There
The
have
been
appointed.
lawyers
the fact that the rules did not prowill be "eats."
vide for exemptions In case of unThe Y. M. C. A. would appreciate avoidable delay.
the donation of a book case for its
MEETING
STOCKHOLDERS'
library.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Agua Pura company of
Las Vegas will be held in the office
LEAHY TELLS STORY
of
the company of Las Vegas, New
Washington, Jan. 20. T. J. Leahy,
Monday, January 27, 1313, at 3
Mexico,
council,
Indian
representing the Osage
direc
lors. recently deposed by Secretary o'clock p. m. for the election of
such
of
transaction
tors
the
for
and
to
time
Fisher, occupied the entire
come before
as
may
business
other
affairs
Indian
house
the
day before
committee hearing charges that the the meeting. '
CHAS. ROGERS,
secretary, acting favorably to the
Secretary.
Standard Oil company, had refused to
Dated January 4, 1913.
permit the Indians to lease their Ok,
lahoma lands to the Uncle Sam Oil
30.
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LOT TWO ,:
Covers
and drawers,

Corset

value

i!5c

,

.25c

LOT THREE

LOTS SIX AND SEVEN

Corset Covers, drawers, Ek'rts
combination suits and Princess slips, $1.23 to $1.50
value ..- ,89o.
,.,
LOTS EIGHT AND NINE

Corset Covers, drawers, skirts,
combination suits
slips, $1.50 to $1.75
and-Princ- ess

Corset Covers, gowns, drawers
and skirts, 50c to 65 value. 40c

value

$1.19
ELEVEN

'

LOT FOUR
Corset Covers, drawers, gowns '
and skirts, 75c to 85c value.. '.59c
.
LOT FIVE
Corset Covers, drawers, gowns,

,

...

combination
suits
skirts,
and Princess slips, $1.09 to
$1.25 value
,....,.705

LOTS TEN

Corset
Blips,

Corset covers, drawees, skirts,

combination suits and
cess slips, $2.r0 value

eovers, drawers,
J3 value
t". i! OiiU.fi, IK iivtm-- i proms;:!

Oil

AND

coml iuation suits and Princess slips, $2 to $2.25 value. $1.49
LOTS TWELVE AND THIRTEEN
Corset Covers, drawers, skirta

LOT FOURTEEN
skirts,- combination suits,

...

4w,.-'1

LOT ONE
'
Corset. Covers and drawers,
''. ,. , .19o
25c value .

m

and

Prin1.03

Prince;,;!
,

iv

n,r

I s;

3
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Cntda Falls In Crevasse While ScaV
ing Peak In the Himalayas Taken Unconscious and Diet Soon
From Injuries.
Paris. Mrs. Fanny Bullock Work-tuan- ,
the mountain climber, writing
jfroin Skardu In the Himalayas, sends
Ue first detailed account of the accident which gave rise to the report that
he had been killed by an avalanche.
jEhe says:
"We were crossing Bilapho pass at
.bout an 18,000 foot height when I and
n Italian porter who had accompa-ipie- d
has
Bronson
My mother-in-lame on four Himalayan expedi-itton- s, been spending the winter in Florida.
left the caravan In order that
Johnson Has the climate agreed
Dr. Workman might photograph us with her?
Bronson If it knows its business it
la a picturesque standpoint After we
)lad been photographed the porter, who has.
was carrying the rope, strode ahead.
J was about three paces behind when
COAL COMES HIGH
Suddenly without a word or a cry he
which
the
rope
disappeared, carrying
twas the only means of extrication.
"I stood appalled on the brink of a
Due hole In the Ice and called to the
others, who hurried to the spot. The
bead guide was an hour In advance.
Having only one extra rope remaining
the guide called down the crevasse
and a faint reply showed that Chenot,
. iff
the porter, who was far below, was
ttill alive. Six started after the head
guide, who was back In an hour and
& half, when Chenos was extricated
from an eighty foot depth.
"He was still conscious, but there
was no pulse and, .he was nearly fro
en. He was carried to camp and every
thing possible was done for him, but
be died the same night from shock.
He had not been expecting to meet a
crevasse, and the accident was due
entirely to his want of care. My own
Johnson The trouble with the a
escape was simply miraculous."
The letter describes the work of the age furnace this weather is that
ipeditlon on tie Elachen or Rose- don't draw.
Bronson If that's your experience
acler, whlca Ja the largest and longst In Asia.
you're in luck. Mine draws too much
draws nearly my whole salary, In
During the nine days In July Dr. and
Irs. Workman and three Italian fact
fculdes made the first ascents of foul
important snow passes at two sources
HONOR FOR PICKANINNY
t this glaoler, the heights varying
conwhich
from 19,500 to 21,000 feet,
stitutes a record for glacial exploration. On two of these ascents Mra,
Workman established a relation of the
northeast Karakoran water parting
with Kashgar and two Others and discovered two passes to the large and
pnknown Kondus glacier. An important climb was also made to the great
Silver Thorne plateau, more than 2L-w

r

"Well, I'd like to know why not!"
Cithers paused In the doorway, the
picture of amazed protest In one
hand he held the evening paper and
a magazine, and In the other a cigar.
On hla feet were slippers, around hla
form was a smoking Jacket A straight
line drawn to the nearest object from
him would have ended at the easy
chair comfortably turned upward to
ward the electric lamp on the table.
It was a chair that Cithers had eat In
after dinner for more evenings than
he could count "Wby," he repeated,
'can't I go in there and read? What
do you mean, mother?"
Mrs. Githers approached him and
picked a thread oil his sleeve.
"Wouldn't you just as soon sit upstairs with me?" she asked brightly.
"I'm going to sew."
'What of it?" demanded her hus
band. 'Don't you usually sew down
stairs here? Don't we always sit down"
stairs? Why
'My goodness, John!" exclaimed
his wife impatiently. "Wouldn't you
like a change?"
Elmlra," said Githers, firmly,
"you're hiding something tell me at
once!"
"Simply nothing," said his wife.
'Only Grace is going to have a caller
this evening and I wanted to let the
child have the living room oh, Its one
of the boys In her class and it's all
right, so you needn't glare. She's
seventeen and must have friends
among the boys as other girls do. Not
that she wouldn't Just as soon have
us there, hut we'd embarrass them!"
"What the dickens!" growled Gith
ers, turning toward the stairs. "Pret-tstate of things when I can't use my
own chair! Callers at her age!
Umph!"
Mrs. Githers got him nicely ar
ranged in her room and as she reached
for the mending basket she paused,
hand In air. The front door had
slammed and a vast whistling herald
ed the entrance of the son and heir
of the household. Mrs. Githers went
and leaned over the banisters.
"Rob!" she called in dulcet tones.
"Hullo!" came the inquiring answer. "Where are you? Where is
everybody Who's sick?"
"Come
said his mother.
up,"
"Wouldn't you like to sit np here with
father and me?" she wheeled as he ar"Here's a nice
rived at the door.
comfortable chair and "
"What's the matter with the living
room?" he demanded in amazement

'i.

v.

The Old Gentleman How did you
ever come to be named Fido John-

V

son T

The Pickaninny Why, old Jedge
Smlff he don thought so much ol
me dat he named me after his dog.
Distant View of Giant Peak of Him
alayas.
D00 feet east of the main peak of thii

CIRCUS JOKE

group.

From the northeast Siachen pass, a
pass to Kashgar was found and a new
Croup of high peaks discovered beyond
the east Siachen boundary on the
Kashgar side. The highest of thess
is 25,000 feet high.
The sixth ascent was of a high peak
northeast of Bilapho pass, which wai
crossed in reaching the Siachen
This was made on July 11. The last
100 feet of this peak was at an angle
cut
tt 60 degrees and each step wasextentn as surface of black ice. An
sive view of the summit enabled the
explorer to map out much future Work.
For 6lx weeks all the camps were
above 17,000 feet and the cold was oft-tIntense. Grant Peterkln, a London surveyor, was enabled, owing to
favorable weather, to map the entire
tlose glacier. Mrs. Workman's expedition o! 1911 and 1912 makes the previously unexplored Siachen the most
thoroughly explored of any of the Himalayan glaciers. The expedition aft-- tt
traversing one of the new passes
tonnectlng the Sinchen glacier with
tho Hondus will make the first descent
pf the Kondus glacier to Karmene and
baltlstnn.

ts

A.

The Human Skeleton My wife and
I never eat In the big mess tent. We
eat alone. You see she's fond of picking bones.
The Fat Boy I guess that's why
she picked you.
RIGHT IN IT

National Body Meeting at Spokane
Favors Federal Aid for

Movement
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WANTED To buy good pool table.
Address D. J. Cassidy, Mora, N. M.
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ery Monday eve
in
CasU
ning

Hall.

Harry Martin,
and Seal.
F- -

Visitlai

Knights ar cordl
ally invited. Chaa
Uebachner, Chaa
cellor Commandei
Keeper of Record

".9.

O. E. Meals Orst and third
day eveniiigs each month at
men Hall. Visiting brothers
ally invited to a'.tcnd. A. M.

Tue
Wood
cord)
Adlet

Secretary.

Telephone Main

329.

LOCAL

TIME CAHl)

EAST BOUND

Arrive

Depart

For Rent

DENTISTS

J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
FOR RENT Furnished house with
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first
electric light and bath. Apply 621
Tuesday of the month in the vestry

Railroad avenue.

FOR RENT Two room
house, 921 Lincoln.

e
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AN ARTISTIC DEVOTEE

Process.
the inventor of
George
pho- a, "half tone" process by which
w
tranarerrea
'
toerapba
tef'O 1'"

it

NO. .

No. 2
9:10 p. m
9:15 p. m
No. 4
11:05 p. m
11:05 p. m
NO. No. 8
BROTHERHOOD
SALESMAN to sell new educational FRATERNAL
2:05 a. m
2:10 a. m
102
Mees
Monday
every
night at No. 10.... 1:45 p. m
2:10 p. m
specialty to school boards.. Ex
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas avenue,at
No competl
clusive territoy.
8 o'clock.
Visidng members are
tlon. Liberal proposition. Union
WEST BOUND
welcome.
J. C. Wertz, No. 1 . . . 1:20
cordially
School Furnishing Company, 1034
1:45 p. m
p. m..
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary; No. 3.... 6:10 a. m..
W. Van Buren Street, Chicago, 111.
6:15 a. m
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
No. 7.... 4:20 p. m..
4:30 p. m
WILLOW RTVER, B. C Main line
No. 9.... 6:35 p. m. .
7:00 p. m
G. T. P. and P & H, R railways; MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Meet in the Forest of brotherly
entrance great Peace River country.
ATTORNEYS
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
White, Pacific Land and Town
on the second and fourth Fridays
sites Co., Ltd., 178 Pac. Bldg., VanHUNKER & HUNKER
of each month at 8 p. m. C. H. George H. Hunker Chester A. Hunkai
B.
couver,
C, for maps, plates,
Stewart, Consul; G. Laommle, Clerk.
Attorneya-at-Laprinted matter. Agents wanted.
New Heito
Visiting members are especially Las Vegas.
welcome and cordially invited.

Now, William, remember what the
doctor said about your health an
don't run."

Her Cherished Secret,
Little Jack, need five, had accom
oanied his mother on a trip to the
rltv.
When the conductor came around
to collect the fares he asked the usual
question:
"How old is the boy?"
After being informed the correct
age, which did not require a fare, the
conductor passed on to me neii iei-eo-

1. A

LODGE

KNIGHTS OF PV
THIAS Meeta e

L. c. Hara,
CHAPTER NO. 3, ROY
Secretary
MASONS Regular con- vocation first Monday in L. O. O. MOCSE Meets second anc
Tourth
each month at Masonic
Thursday evening
at V. O. W. Hall. Vis.tinv
TemPle a 7:30 P- - m- - 1L
brothers cordially invited. Dr. t)
R. Williams, H P., F. O.
W. Houf, Dictator;
J. Thorn'alu
Blood, Secretary.

RANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and tnird Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. in Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O- - Rutledge, Worthy Matron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.

Wanted

shouted Grace's
brother, making a dart for her door.
"Who's your bean, sis? Who've you
got a crush on "
"Mother!" ctrne Grace's Indignant
Dunn How pale and careworn Mrs.
voice. "Make Bob stop! I think he's
Brown looks!
perfectly horrid! I haven't got
Gunn Tes, she has on her Lenten
crush on anybody and you know it,
Bob Githers, and I perfectly hate yon. complexion.
so there now!"
GOOD NAME
"Children!" cried Mrs. Githers. "I'm
surprised at both of yon. Stop it at
once!"
"Well, I'd like a look at the chump
who's so important that I'm barred out
of my happy home," protested her son
"Gee! There isn't anything to do up
here! I'm going out!"
"No, please don't!" urged his dis
tracted mother. "IH read out loud to
yon and dad!"
"Mother!" called her daughter, frantically. "Come and tell me how my
hair looks."
Left to themselves Githers and his
son stared dismally at each other.
"Some doings, eh?" queried young
Githers. "Tommyrot, I call It! Will
sis be doing this every night forever'n
ever till she's married off? rm going
to move if she does!"
"This chair," said his father irritably, "was built for a boa constric
tor, not a man. And where are the
Weston I'm tolng to call my prif.
matches?"
vate golf links Bunker Hill.
Mrs. Githers came back and Grace
Preston Why?
She played
floated downstairs.
Weston I cat never win on them.
piece on the piano exactly as though
she expected no one and then she
THE ONLY KIND.
wolked about The men folks fidgeted.
Then the telephone rang.
Presently Grace called dolefully upstairs: "Tom can't come! He's got
"
an awful cold! Isn't that
Githers and his son reached the bot
tom of the stairs simultaneously.
"Mv but I'm sorry for Tom!" said
Githers as he grabbed the easy chair.
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FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

NO. 2, A. F. &

M.

Regular com-Jmunication first
frV--.
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially invited. Wm. . --P.. miiik ,
W. M., IL S .Van Petten, Secretary.

COLUMN

Mrs. Githers sighed. '1 never saw
such stupid men folks!" she declared.
"Why can't you do things without
I'd like
having them all explained.
to know? Grace has a caller coming

Half-Ton-

"i

F'l.
a

u.

,

!

1

A.

cents per line eacn Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
Ettlmate ala ordinary word to a Una.
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
ReAustin Ah! Evelyn, 1 sometimes No ad to occupy lea spaca than two
ular conclave sec. d Tuea-p- t
wish that I had been a humorist and line. ' All advartia menta charged git
could make people laugh.
day in each month, at Mawill be booked at apace actually tat,
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
Evelyn But you don't have to be
without regard to number of words.
humorist for that, Austin.
Kinkel, E. C; Chas. Tamme, ReCash In advance preferred.
corder.
WHAT WIFEY HAD SAID

not
cluding that full information had
to
the
called
loudly
he
been given,
conductor at the other end oi me car.
Har
"And mother's thirty-five.- "
Bazar.
per's

fed-pa-

LODGE

CHAPMAN

Five

The lad Bat quite still, apparently
nnnrtfirlne over something; then, con

h

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

(
RATES

n.

Spokane, Wash. Discussion of th
report of Oliver Wilson, national masannual conter, belore the forty-sixtclave of the national grange, developed the fact that the grange virl
tually is unanimous in advocating
aid for public road improvement
The legislative committee will b
Instructed to urge congress to pass a
fail appropriating road funds to be
administered under a natkmal board
with timilat
fifXtnii In conjunction
pinrniiii't'ioiiS from t'.e stat.
t

y,

-

CLIFFORD PLEW
Dentist, Room 3, Pioneer Bldg.
Olive 546:
Residence Telephone
Temple Monteflore at 8
Main E"
m. Visiting brothers are Office Telephone
Isaac Appel,
invited.
DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST.
Charles Greenclay, Sec
f
Crockett Building.
Main 111
Office Telephone
Main 166
House Telephone- ,

FOR RENT Furnished four room cot
tage, will take invalids. Also three KNIGHTS
COUNOF COLUMBUS,
rom cottage. Call 417 Eighth street.
second and
CIL NO. 804. Meet
DR. F. R. LORD
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall, Will
associated wito Dr.
be
FOR RENT Two nicely furnished
mem-

Pioneer building.
Visiting
bers are cordially Invited'. Richard
Devine, G, K.; Frank Angel, F. S.

housekeeping rooms, modern, fur
nace heat. No sick. Telephone
Main 114.

FURNISHED ROOMS, home comforts,
no sickness. 803 Jackson.

Meets every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. J. D. Friedenstine, N. O.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. Elwood.
Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
C. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
1.

FOR SALE

30 R. C. B. Leghorn
cockerels good foundation stock 12
R. C. R. I. Red cockerels, parent
stock from prize winners of Busch- mann-Pierc-e
and rich. Phone Main
454, C. W. Wesner,
6t

ax

ma

Business,.

V''.
He-

My

father

ent man.
She

Is

P.
Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elka home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; D. W. . Conv
don, Secretary.
ELKS

O.
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That property you want to sell la WORTH MOST to someone
who reads the ads. in tola newspaper and would never hear of
your property unless

'

it were advertised here.

Others, mho read and am rfer ads. in this newspaper want (and
ere anxious to pay cash for) books, automobiles, used machinery
and furniture, artidr of umtulimh of any aort, and mualeal

It'!, It- -

1

III

Classmen ads. search out the people to whom among all of
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most.

A

litit

(jfilHitir
Il mi iil

Iba.
Iba.
Iba.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Automobile, Carriage &

f'jr

lbs.
Iba.

100
100
100
100
100

Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity and
Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

H. C. YOUNG

a di;)lght

Each Delivery

50 lbs.

20c per
25o per
30c per
40c per
50c per

AGUA PURA COMPANY

...

429

9

Refuse aubetitutec
Red Cross Drug Co.
O. G. Sctiaerer

Less

a very independ-

think Ui.,lly

A COMMON COLD neglected may go
quickly into CROUP, BRONCHITIS, or
PNEUMONIA which often means a sudden fatality. Keep FOLEY'S HONEY
AND TAR COMPOUND always in the
house and give at first sign of a cold.

HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING

N.

NO NARCOTICS

FOLEY'S HOHEYabTAR

PETER P. MACKEL

Then he Is a wldowerT

1

NO OPIATES

2,000 Iba. or More, Each Delivery

Mrs. A. R. Tabor, of Crlder, Mo., had
been troubled with sick headache foi
Modern CamDalaner,
about five years, when she began tak
"tin," screamed the oldest girl, ing Chamberlain's Tablets. She ha?
"here comes the candidate?"
'.'H'on two bottles of tlicm
nd the1
"Mtsrcy! Lock the gate, let out the have tured her. Sick headabo It
dog, tell the man your pa don't smoke caused by a disordered stomach foi
and Make him iihow a health pwrmtl which ilM'He tablets are especially in
ti iKjcd. Try thorn, ;:'-- t well uni !a
If be offer to kimt the baby!"
Malta---

QUICK - SAFE - RELIABLE

1,000 lbC to 2,000 ba., Each Delivery
200 lb, to 1,000 lbs., Each Delivery
50 Iba. to . 200 Ibt Each Delivery

tardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging
and Glazing.
Estimate Cheerfully Given,
eat 81de Plaza
Old Town

-

ALSO FOR GROWN PERSONS

RETAIL PRICES

Directory

w

FOR THE CHILDREN

COMPOUND
B.

Lock and Gunsmith
Bicycle and
General Repairing
PICTURE FRAMING A SPECIALTY
.20 Sixth St
East Las Vegas.

1

CllffcrJ..

Plew indefinitely.
PIONEER BUILDING.
Main 67
Office Telephone
Main Hi
Residence Telephone

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.

I. O. O.

for Calo

hor-r-Id!-

ROADS

GOOD

ASKS

GRANGE

A

I-

SHORT ORDERS AND
DINNERS
THIS BEST GOODS OBTAI NABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

WANT

"Why"

"Whoopee-e-e!-

i.
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By EUGENIE LEITCH.

'.Toman Gives Account of Narrow Escape From Death.
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC.
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MONDAY,

JANUARY 20, 1913.
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Opportunity Is Knocking at Your Door. Throw Open the Portal and
Seize Her Before She Flits, As It Is" Stated She Never Comes But Once.

a Wonderful Offer

he ft

The Daily Optic and Either the Woman's Home Companion, McClure'sFIagazine or
the National Sportsman, the newspaper by carrier and the periodical by mail, for $7.50
per year IN ADVANCE.
The Daily Optic and either of the three periodicals, all by mail, $6.50 per year IN
ADVANCE.

end In Your Subscription a
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LOCAL NEWS

OUR
I

JANUARY 20, 1913.

LIVELY DEBATE IS
EXPECTED

Try a dram o.f Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

SPECIAL SALE

MONDAY,

HOUSE

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged

bTO-DA-

Y

The Cash Grocer

VERY FANCY
'

EATING APPLES

25C
Roman Beauties

Jonathans

Wlnesaps

GOOD COOKING APPLES

From

3 to 5 cts.

Per lb.

Fancy Florida Grape

Fancy Navel Oranges

Fruit

J.

Stearns

Ho

GROCER.

7i3 Home of (lie Eest of Everything Eafable

FOR. CASH

E

n

DESK-TABL-

1

an ingenious combination
of a table and a desk. With
No. 26S
the drawer closed a well
proporBeautiful Genuine Quarter Oak
tioned table is shown. By ex
Urtly 512.00
tending thp HranrAr a
desk is formed with
nonviable ink well and pen tray.' Nothing
on the table need be disturbed.
Underneath the writing desk lid
is a compartment for stationary and letters.

one-iial-

IKE DAVIS

For

vadium

During the illness of Miss May
Schlott, bookkeeper for the Las Vegas mittee of five to investsigate the
Light and Power company, Miss Ma- price ol coal in New Mexico was
bel Laird Is substituting for her.
adopted.
A , resolution by Smith
of Luna
There will be a regular meeting of county inviting Governor Marshall of
the Fraternal Brotherhood this even- Indiana to address the legislature, on
Mrs. McWenie Is to be congratulating at 8 o'clock at the O. R. 0. hall. motion of Toombs, was adopted unanon winning this prize as there is
ed
call.
on
roll
All members are urged to be
imously
A bill by Burg appropriating $5;,OO0 much interest shown in these monthfor the support of the state fair at ly contests and a large number of
are sent in from every state
Miss Bessie Dingess has entered the Albuquerque was referred to the finIn the country. Mr. McWenie on hearance
measure
The
procommittee.
employ of the Charles Ilfeld company
and has taken the position of steno- vides for the expenditure of $15,000 ing of Mrs. McWenie's winning the
was heard to exclaim: "Pretty
grapher recently vacated by Miss Ella for permanent buildings, on condition prize,
that the people ot Albuquerque pro- soft."
Farrand.
vide a site comprising not lesss than
Word was received1 today from 160 acre. The house adjourned until
INDIAN TRIBE DEFIES
Stewart, la., that Miss .Delia Mcln- 2 o'clock tomorrow.
The
to
senate
wascalled
order
try
who
last Thursday was operated
tyre,
upoa for appendicitis, Is on the road Lieutenant Governor De Baca. .
GOLORADO OFFICERS
A communication asking for partic
to complete recovery. ...
ipation in San Francisco exposition
This evening at the Elks' club th3 was referred to committee on fin- BAND OF UTES REFUSES TO GIVE
Hoke and the Trumbull teams will ance.
UP A CHIEF ACCUSED OF
The following bills were introroll their scheduled game in the
KILLING A MAN.
All Elks and duced:
bowling tournament.
Senate Bill No. 18, by McCoy, to
their ladies are invited to attend the
Cortez, Colo., Jan. 20. Indian Agent
'
regulate canvassing
by business Spears has
game.
arranged to hold a conferhouses and extending the power of ence
i
with the chiefs of the TJte InD. R. Murray, who recently was re- the state department of education re dians on their reservation near here
elected justice of the peace for the ferred to committee on education.
at which he will urge them to
Senate Bill No. 19, by Sulzer, pro- today,
East Las Vegas precinct, today filed
deliver up to him Big Rabbit, accused
with the county clerk his bond and viding funds for the improvement of of shooting Joseph Vichel, a Mexican
oath of office. Deputy Clerk William the Rio Grande valley, finance com- shep herder. On Saturday and Sunmittee.
B. Stapp swore the judge in as
SOUtes barricaded themselves in
Senate -- Bill No. 21, prohibiting day
the mountains 18 miles from here and
white slave traffic.
defied the local authorities to arrest
Senate Bill No. 22, requiring of
This evening at 8 o'clock at the
Big Rabbit.
Odd Fellows
hall on Sixth street ficers of state corporation commis
Spears expects to take with him to
sion
and
secretary of state to give the conference
there will be a joint installation of
Henry Crawford,
officers of the Odd Fellows and the bond, finance committee.
prominent
owner, and make an
sheep
Senate Bill Jo. 23, by Evans, to
of Rebecca.
Degree
All visiting
effort to reach an understanding with
for
the
sterilization
of crim
brothers and sisters are cordially in- provide
the Indians regarding the use of land
vited to attend and all local members inals, judiciary committee.'
outside
the reservation to which both
No.
re24.
Bill
Senate
hv Clark, in
of both orders are urgea to be
lation to the deposit of public mon- Indians and whites lay claim
ey, finance committee.
Advice Officers to be Careful
Senate Bill No. 25, by C. Romero,
In prorortlon to the population, the
Jan. 20. Measures of
Washington,
East Las Vegas postofflce handled regulating hours during which liquors pacification instead of force are to be
be
sold. The object of this bill
during the first 15 days of this month may
tried first on the band of tito Indians
65 per cent more parcels post matter is to close saloons between the hours
a posse at bay 13 miles from
holding
than did' the Denver postofflce. This of 10 at night and 5 in the morning. Cortez,
Colo., and refusing to give
No.
Bill
Senate
26, by Clark, direct
showing is an exceptionally good one
up
Rabbit, one of their tribes
Big
and demonstrates the effectiveness ing auditor to transfer funds to the men
with shooting a sheep-herdecharged
fund
M
the legislature. This
of the publicity sent out through the expense
columns of The Optic by Postmaster is the bill to ovide for the expenses
Acting Commissioner Abbott of the
F. O. Blood regarding the parcels of the legislature.
Indian office, today wired Agent
Bill No. 27, by Ilfeld, proSenate
post.
at the TJte reservation to urge
hibiting the distribution of papmph-let- s Spears
the state authorities to take no hasmedicine
by patent
The funeral of Mrs. Mercy Newton
concerns, juty action. Indian authorities here say
Wood, held yesterday afternoon from diciary.
Bill
Senate
No. 28, by Walton, pro the trouble came about through a
the Wood residence on Eleventh
sale
of
coat oil and gasoline, misunderstanding over the possession
street, was attended by a large num hibiting
of lands soon to be conveyed by the
ber of friends. The funeral services below a certain grade.
Bill
Senate
No.
29, by Walton.
were conducted by the Rev. Norman
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
Skinner. The pall bearers were W. 'amendment of publication laws. Pro
J. McDonald, O. E. Burch, J. H. Tork, vision for publication of delinquent
FURNITURE for sale cheap. Party
J. H. Stearns, Aaron Ralney and John tax list in June instead of January.
Senate Bill No. 31, by Hinkle, proleaving town at once. Telephone
Robblns.
Interment was in the
Main 387 between 9 a. m. and noon
commission
government for
cemetery, Mrs. Wood being laW viding
cities.
tomorrow. Apartment 31 Wells Farto rest beside her late husband.
Senate Bill No. 31, by Walton, oro- go building.
viding.for
occupation tax and license
The members of the board of
WANTED
Girl for general house
of the Las Vegas Hospital desire law for corporations.
Senate Joint Resolution,
work.
Apply E. W. Hart, 1102
to extend their thanks for the several
by Ev
Eighth street.
donations received during the past ans, ratifying, amendment to conssti-tutio- n
of the United State providing
week, which were as follows. From
WANTED
Girl to assist with housethe Congregation Montefiore, J25; for direct election of senators.
Senate Joint resolution by Barth,
work. Apply 915 Sixth streeC
from the Fraternal Order of Eagles,
$25: from Bacharach Brothers, two providing for recall of public officers
The senate adjourned until 2
pairs of blankets and one comforter;
from Professor O. C. Zlngg, one o'clock tomorrow afternoon.
sack of potatoes. These donations
Don StaulTer
are greatly appreciated by the hos
arrived Saturday
pital board and go a long way In mak from Oklahoma City to be with his
ing the hospital ihe suecefsssful insti father, who is sick at the home ot his
son, Ben Stauffer, 302 Grand avenue.
tution that it Is.

TOMORROW and NEXT DAY.

3 lbs.

A CADILLAC

winning the first prize with the following recipe:
Tomato bouillon One can of tomatoes, one quart Of bouillon made
from Armour's extract of beef, one
onion chopped fine, four cloves, eight
f
teaspoon of celery
peppers,
seed; boil and strain. Allow the
to cool. Heat again and
bouillon
serve at once."

In the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course. Adr.

(Continued from Page One,"

Is in full blast and will

MRS. MeWENlE WINS.
In the January issue of Armour's
Slant hly Cook Book are announced
the winners for December nf the
prizes given in each state for the
best recipes In which Armour's extract of beef Is UHed. Four prizes
were awarded in New Mexico, Mrs.
E. J. McWenie of East Las Vegas

S
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Over 250 In Constant Use
SEE OUR. COMPLETE LINE

J.C.JOHNSEN& SON
LOCAL. AGENTS

Jefferson Raynolds, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Aasasiiant Cashieri

'

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President.
:
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FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

Capital,

$10,0.000

M.

Surplus, and Uhdividbd Pbopits $35, 000

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation Within the Scope of Good Banking.

Interest Paid! on Time Deposits

$1,050

FULLY EQUIPPED AT

001

YOI

yy?!75fy

Ma-soni- c

For one week only commencing January 18 and
ending January 24 we will sell our Absolutely
Pure Cactus Brand Lard
Large Pails
Medium Pails:
Small Pails

..

Sl.IO

60c
40c

4

AT THE GRAAF & HAYWARD CO. STORE

OVERLAND HOD?! 59 T
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
show you.

Las Vegas
Phone Main 344.

Meioie

Machine

&

"Vha!en,

&

Co

Fowler Preps

THERE IS KO LIE ON THE LABEL
Some times a reformatory does not
reform. This would appear to be a
true statement in the case of George
Julian, a young; man who was arrested
here yesterday by Sheriff Hixenbaugh
of Colfax "county, with the assistance
of the San Miguel county sheriff's
office. Julian was released some time
ago from the state reform school at
Springer. He went t Raton, where,
it is alleged, he etola a horse, later
selling the animal. The Colfax county officers got on the track of Julian,
v ho had returned to Springer. He is
Ik lieved to have been making his way
to ici Paso, as he was caught here after having been here only a short
tiiiu;. The young man was placed in
the county jail. Sheriff! Hixenbaugh
wr.nt on to Santa Fe last night He
will return and take charge of Julian
in a few days.

Saturday afternoon,

while

sliding

down the banister of the Plaza hotel from the third floor to the second
floor, Evans Williams, the - year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. George Williams
5-

fell 20 feet from the banister on the
second floor to the hotel .lobby." Although severely shaken up by his
tumble, young Williams fortunately
escaped Serious Injury, receiving only
a slight muscle strain and a cut on
his lip. No doubt young Williams is
looking forward to becoming an aviator and his first flight taken on Saturday proved thot he will always have
good luck .with him.

A marriage license was issued late
Saturday afternoon at the court house
to Alblna' Montoya, aged 17, of Laa
Gallinas, and Antonio Valdez, aged
25, of Sapello.
A licence also was
issued to Adelmira Lopez, aged 19,
Tigiles, and Gregorio Marti-.lacoThe reception for Rabbi and Mrs. of '!
aged 20, of Hot Springs,
Landau, vulch was to havej r
lii cn ylvon tomorrow evening in ibei'
,rO li, C, hull by the B'Xal B'Hltt'
Thursday evening at the Elks' lul
i.iia in t ft j.. .:.'j)u,i 0. Th: buHi a 31 will bo given an Informal danc to
which all vNUhe Eliis and nil Joca'
'ifi!'r ifJit'on Mond'fiofH Lave en
.
x
t
l
hiku and (heir Indies hro cordially
!,:(;( in t't- nfffclr rifsij
'1 II
t K'Hial I '.'!!.(
TM fiijf(i vIH coiriti:ii.' lit
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!
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FREIGHT CONFERENCE
Augusta, Ga., Jan. 20. Freight traf
fic officials representing all the lead
ing railroads of this section of the
country are attending the quarterly
conference of the Southern Freight
association, which mot at the Hamp
ton Terrace Hotel here today for a
session that will continue through the
greater part of the week.

"If We Do It, It's Right"

Opportunity
Is Knocking at Your

Door

STOCK SHOW OPENS IN DENVER
Denver, Colo., Jan. 20. The eighth
annual National Western Stock show
opened at the stockyards here today
and will continue through the week.
The Bhow is the largest in the history
of the organization.
An attendance

Ring up or drop a postal to
Las Vegas Steam Laundry to
come and take your family
washing.
After you have convinced
yourself that we do the work
better, at less cost and do not
give the clothes near the wear
they receive at home, you will
not hesitate to give us the

o' about

work.

flit

It Ullt liMll'il'.

stockmen and farmers

COLLEGE DEDICATION
Cincinnati, O., Jan. 20,The twenty-thirannual convention of the Union
of American Hebrew congregations
opened in th'- - pity today with, an attendant of eminent rabbis and
resv scholars from all suctions of the
country. I'mlli::; features of the three
days' pi'oRnuii w J1 be the r!e1l'at!on
of tli
leilldlli'
of lb i SI"). lew
('(Miloll I iillefi, f.fnf ft Ms! tllOFl by lil.
I 'iiiI
,,
li I li ' I, ,,f
,(
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"HUflTS QUALITY

a

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

A

complete line of

rilS"

LYE-PEELE-

,

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour

Preserves,
Jams
and Jellies

Insist on Hunts" if you wsvnt the highest
aualitv in canned fruits

t:-

H

y

Laundry

lii--

Mailt 61
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Los Vejjas Sfer.ni
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ev-eb- y
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For FERNDELL
and you jjet (he

THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

d
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1

40,000

is expected during the week from
part of the west

"
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BOUCHER'S

The Woman'B club of Las Vegas
povernment to the Indians.
holdwere
50
TJtes
will meet Wednesday, January 22,
At last reports
ing a camp In the mountains threat- for the purpose of transacting busiening to fight to the death rather ness properly
belonging to the last
thaa give up VAg Fiahbit.
meeting of the club but which ws
not held on account of not having a
lar
i it'A' li wlutB fur inuff,
Vi
(.jr.). ubly on ilalu unmt.
ijuorum, and for atUudiux lu any ir-I.o.sl-Col-
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